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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Thursday

Talking

Diversity makes a big difference

February 1,2007
Volume 101, Issue 92
WWWBGNEWSCOM

ByKJ(yM«x
Reporter

The evolution
of Dance
Marathon

Learning a foreign language is difficult business.
It is a very hard adjustment,
according to Kate Spike, pro-

This year, five local
high schools will be

gram director for the English as a
Secondary Language Program.
"Language is the hardest
transition one has to overcome,
whether they are American or
international," Spike said.
Breaking this language barrier

sex

see a different culture through
new eyes. Through the program,
native English speakers and international students am grow culturally with each other through

is a focus of the Cross-Cultural
Conversation Connection program.
Started in 1995, the program is
a way for both international and
American students to make new
friends and connections, and

See DIVERSITY | Page 6

participating

By Freddy Hunt
Repoiter

God loves sex. Do you?
Everybody — especially
penally on a
college campus — is talking about sex.
Father Michael
Dandurand
believes it's
time to invite
God into the
conversation, Michael
because God Dandurand
has a lot to say.
"Yes, every- Priest who
body
loves is holding
sex, bin really a series of
there's a lot of seminars
people hurt out
there because
of sex," Dandurand said.
"Sex is such an important
aspect of life that our natural
response is to say. 'Yeah we
love it.' when in reality people
are hurt by it and if people are
hurt by it then you have to ask
the question, 'Why did God
create it that way?' So let's
study God's design for it, so

1

| PageS

Rules of
engagement
on the border
National Guardsmen
encountering gunmen
from Mexico retreat
unsure of whether they
should lire | Page9

Women's team
keeps on rollin'
The basketball team
extends their winning
streak to 12 games
and hold on to the
MAC | Page 7

See GOD I Page 6

Porn politics
different for
men
New Frontiers
opens its doors
to BG gamers

By Molly McCab.

Repoiter
A nude Bun Reynolds sparked
the beginning of pornography in
the 1970s.
This and const! minglibcration
through I'laygirl
magazine and
poniographywas
the main topic
that Chadwick
Roberts,
American cul- Chadwick
ture studies doc- Roberts
torate student, American
spoke about at Culture
the Brown Bag Studies
l.uncheon in the
Women's Genter doctorate
yesterday after- student
noon.
Roberts shared
his research for his dissertation
about the beginning of llaygirl
magazine and pornography in
the 1970s.
"The idea is to study how the
politics of pornographic images
become different when pub-

New business in town
offers gamers a place
to enjoy their hobby
and make new friends
in the process.

Group emphasis
on secrecy and
school spirit
SICSIC has been
cheering on BGSU
for over 60 years, yet
the people behind the
mask remain a mystery
until their senior year.

See PORN I Page 2

lew group
strives to melt
stereotypes

h ONLINE: For more
"0 about these stories

| b9mrn.c0m
SroJd the University
adept a unrarsal poky
on eel phones in dass?

ByElbFowW
Repoiter
By Olivia D.iy

H

PATRICK SMITH,
Freshman. History
•You should beabvwd
to leave it on, but not
alowed to answer it"

IP***

TODAY
Snow Showers
High: 27, Low: 22

SNAKE STATS
Dumeril's Boa Facts
■ Can reach a maximum length of seven feet
■ Average size is four to six feet
■ Native to Madagascar where they can only
be found in a nature preserve
■ In 1977 the Dumeril's boa was listed as an
endangered species, due to the fact only a
few were imported and bred in the US
■ Because only a few were bred in the US,
most Dumeril's are inbreeds
■ The lab boas are fed rabbits that are bred for
food sources
■ Offspring are one to one and a half feet
when born
Source : Jerrod Shipman

iiis til I ill-. Willi I hai being said, it's a wonder thai
1 ol the University's biological facilities go unno•il In main
1 lie herpetology lab and marine
located in (he I ife Science building.
We alwavs have a large number oianimals iin
l 1 nn in niy 1,ill,. \ 1111

said I ilccii

's. iben ilic ncxl ve;
I he herpelologs lab.

\exi year's 'Targe number" species is ninsi
mosi likelv
likely
in In1 die IHinit'i ils boa.
I he lab plays hosts to three Duineril's boas, two
leuuilcs and one male. Higlu now, both Female
boas arc believed 10 be gravid |or pregnant|.
SNAKES

The University has more than 300
registered organizations that provide students, faculty and staff the
opportunity to get involved with
campus activities, but students
still see a need to create their own
unique group.
Students for Cultural Diversity
was started last semester in an
effort to bring in an organization
to campus that students thought
was missing.
"BG is a liberal campus, but I
feel like we have a long way to go
before we dissolve the stereotypes,"
said Amanda Bledsoe, junior and
vice president of the organization.
"We wanted to make something
that appealed to anyone who had
an interest in issues that surround
diversity in the United States and
in the world."

TOMORROW

See CULTURE I Page 2

Snow Showers
High: 25. Low: 8
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CITY

BLOTTER

CULTURE

BRIEF

TUESDAY
9:11 A.M.
Vehicle reported to have
crashed in a ditch on Newton
Road

From Page 1
The organization was formed
for many reasons, but members
wanted to bring cultural awareness to the forefront of issues on
campus.
"One of the major values that
this school stresses in diversity,
but you don't always necessarily see it," said Nathan Sohnly,
director of public relations for
the organization. "We want to
expose them |students| to different things or ideas that are
outside of their comfort zone."
The organization's goals, as
stated in their mission statement, are to "enrich student's
knowledge of cultures, create
awareness for cultural diversity
within our community, encourage student to take part in events
and activities that enhance cultural diversity on our campus,
offer to assist with other culturalK associated organizations on
campus, take part in dissolving
Stereotypes and to stand fimi
on their beliefs of creating and
maintaining a diverse campus
by taking an active role in any
related issues that may arise"
Students may feel that the
University already has enough
cultural organizations, but the
organization founders said that
one more could not hurt.
"The more multi-cultural
organizations that there are on
campus the more likely people
will get involved with an organization," said Brandon Nehkom,
a junior and president of the

Police cruiser gets hit
after officer stops to
help accident victim
on 1-75

1:10 P.M.
Briefcase reported to have been
found on East Poe Road

A Bowling Green police officer
wenl to help a woman who had
run into a ditch on the northbound
Interstate 75 entrance when his
cruiser took a hit.

2:14 P.M.
Laundry reported stolen from
a Thurstm Avenue apartment
complex
2:27 P.M.
East Napoleon Road resident
reported receiving harassing
phone calls

According to It Ken Fottney.
Patrolman Jason Broshious parked
his cruiser on the side of the ramp to
assist the victim when another vehicle
got on the ramp, lost control and hit
his cruiser in the left bumper

3:03 P.M.
Man reported being harassed by
an employee at McDonalds on
East Wooster Street.

A wrecker came to help get the
car out of the ditch soon after A semi
trying to drive around the wrecker
crashed into that vehicles rear end

5:44 P.M.
Breaking and entering to vehicle
and theft of a stereo reported
from Lot 6 since January 27.

There were no injuries. Fortney
said, but the poke cruiser did suffer
minor damage in the left bumper

5:05 P.M.
A Jeep was reported doing
donuts m Lot 6 Overflow, the
driver was given a warning for
driving habits

The ramp was closed temporarily
following the accident
Sgt. William Bowers of the Ohio
State Highway Patrol said Lucas
Rahal. 21, of Northfield Center. Ohio,
who drove the vehicle that hit the
cruiser, was charged with failure to
control a motor vehicle.

5:33 P.M
Theft was reported in separate
lounges in Rogers.
6:13 P.M.
Theft of a lion statue from the
Phi Mu house was reported.

Ice may not have been the primary
cause of the accidents. Bowers said.

6:21 P.M.
Vehicle parked on West Merry
Avenue reported damaged
Sunday night, causing $50 in
damage to the passenger side
mirror

At the time of the accident, the
roads were dry and snow was blowing
across the blacktop

6:39 P.M.
An RA reported there was a
subject walking from Kreischer
towards the Fine Arts Building
that was suspected to be smoking marijuana

CORRECTIONS

Members of the newly-created group an trying to gel their
name out this year and hope to
sponsor their own events next

Eilitor's Note: Students for
Cultural Diversity meets at 9:15
p.nt. every 2ml and 4th Monday
of the month in Olscamp205.

PORN

BRAND NEW FOR
FALL 2007
CAMPBELL HILL APTS
4 + 5 Bedroom Townhouses
2 Full Baths. 2 Half Baths
A/C, Microwave, Dishwasher
$1650.°°/ Mo + Utilities
(Limit 6)

BUFF APARTMENTS
4 Bedroom Apartments
2 Full Baths, A/C, D/W
1 Block from Campus
$1300.°°/ Mo + Utilities
(Limit 4)
Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am 5pm
Saturday 9am 1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.greenbruirrenuils.com

ashed for women rather than
men," Roberts said.
By using video clips, magazine issues, as well as powerpoint slides, Roberts gave the
history of pornographic publications throughout the era.
In the early 1970s President
Lyndon lohnson was appointed to study pornography, called
the Report of the Commission
on Obscenity and Pornography.
Such a controversial issue
brought up the conclusion that
pornography is a healthy fomi
of entertainment when kept
out of reach of children.
It is believed that the study
of obscenity and pornography
along with the first male nude
centerfold in Cosmopolitan
magazine began the first
women's pornographic publications
In 1971 the first frontal nude
photograph was published in
Playboy, slightly before this
was a similar release from
Penthouse. Hustler magazine,
another publication for men,
soon after debuted.
Playgirl, an erotic magazine for women, was bom in
1973. The publisher, Douglas

Campbell Hill

Apartments
2 bedroom townhouses

Bring in this coupon and SAVE!
:$IOOODISCOI—■

#77-129
Mfef E*Mnr> 2/18/07

■
|

|
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lerrod Shipman, senior, is in
charge of the boas, and expects
to get at least 15 offspring from
each snake.
"The Dumeril's boas breed only
once a year after several times of
copulation," Shipman said.
According to Underwood,
Dumeril's boas are gravid for
about six to eight months and can
lie anywhere from two to 21 eggs.
However, the average number laid
by a boa is seven.
According to Shipman, the
breeding process is temperature
and humidity based.
"Most boas breed during the
winter which, climate-wise, for
the boas, is room temperature for
us," he said.
The initiation of breeding
takes several steps. According
to Shipman, the boas enter the
winter phase by going into "cool
down." Shipman achieves this
by turning off the boas' hearing
source, allowing their cage to
become room temperature. Next,
he separates the male from the
females.
"Once the |female| boas
have been in cool down for two
months, we re-introduce them to
the males. If we did it |the process]
correctly, then copulation occurs,"
Shipman said.
According to Shipman, at this
point, the boas' midsections
should be noticeably swelled.
"Behavioral wise, if the snakes
are pregnant, the)' tend to seek
out heat more and sometimes
they will stop eating" Shipman
said.
Shipman. and other volunteers in the lab, care for the gravid
snakes by monitoring their behavior and offering them food.
The boas' offspring are expected to arrive anytime between late
March and mid June.
"We don't know if the snakes
will arrive for sure. There is a
chance that the females aren't
pregnant. I lowever, if they do give
birth, we plan to treat them as we
would any other snake in the lab,"
Shipman said.
According to Underwood,
they will house the offspring in
"shoe boxes" IplaslicTupperwarel
until they can be sold. Each year,
Underwood travels to shows in
Columbus and Cleveland where
the offspring are sold to other
breeders and the general public.
Labs provide education
Besides the upcoming possible
birth of Dumeril's boas, the volunteers in the herpetology lab are
occupied with other educational
resources.
According to Underwood, one
of the most important aspects of
the lab is its student volunteers
because they care for the animals
"The volunteers not only
learn how to interact with animals but they learn how to interact with other students as well,"
Underwood said.
Shipman also gave some insight
as to why the herpetology lab is a
profound resource the University
offers.
"The lab is such a good
resource,'1 he said.
According to Shipman, the
space the lab occupies was once
an office complex, leaving little
room for its occupants and all
of the supplies needed to raise
them.
"Our lab is mostly self-supported. We breed and sell animals in
order to pay for the equipment we
do have," he said.
Eric Nijakowski, a junior, agrees
with Shipman.
"1 breed bearded dragons from
home," Nijakowski said. "The lab
just needs more funding and a

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
(419)352-0717

HISTORY OF THE IABS
Below are facts about the
marine lab on campus
■ Anyone interested in volunteering at either lab can
do so
■ The marine lab was founded in 1963 by Cindy Stong.
a past professor
■ The lab began with five ten
gallon tanks
■ Now there are over fifty
tanks with 66 genre of
marine life
Source: Matt Partin

better facility. Better research can
result from this. The students
could do things such as genetic
studies."
However, some students have
been able to make do with what
they have and initiate research
projects. One, in particular, is
sophomore Neal Cropper, who
began working in the lab his freshman year.
"I was so impressed by the herpetology tuid marine labs because
it was a good opportunity to
learn," he said.
Cropper, who is an education
major, uses the labs resources to
develop his research and teaching skills
"I became interested in working
with Green Tree Pythons because
everybody was scared to handle
them. They are such a nippy and
aggressive snake," Cropper said.
Over the course of caring for
the pythons Cropper noticed the
male and female began copulation.
"This sparked a great interest in
me, so Eileen and 1 began a breeding project with the pythons,"
Cropper said.
According to Cropper, he
spends a lot of time researching
proper cage environments while
working with Underwood to find
the best materials in the lab to
provide this care.
"The lab provides a great opportunity to learn and teach others
new things. In fact, I brought
snakes to my hometown during March 2006 and taught two
classes at my local high school."
Cropper said.
Research opportunities included
The herpetology lab isn't the
only facility the biology depart ment offers. On the second floor
of the life Science building Matt
Partin, Instructor in the biological sciences department, runs a
marine lab.
"We have a huge 'touch tank'
that the kids really like. It has
animals such as starfish, horseshoe crabs, horse conks, and sea
urchins" he said.
However, the marine lab also
serves as an educational resource
for many students. The lab's
undergraduate student coordinator, Abbie Mingus, junior, is excited about its opportunities.
"The lab provides great opportunities for research and it's also a
good resume booster because you
have a certain role and are responsible for animals" Mingus said.
Along with experimentations
inside the marine lab, the volunteers, with Partin, organize outside
experiences
"All of the volunteers just got
their SCUBA licenses, so we will
be able to go to quarries and the
Florida Keys in order to research
live animals," Mingus said.
Although the University's biological facilities provide faculty
and students with opportunities
to leam, Partin thinks the facilities
could improve.
"We do need more space, but
space is limited and hard to come
by. So we are very fortunate to
have what we do," he said.

GjJgssgK
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l-ambert, was a former nightclub owner that wanted to have
a magazine for "free women,"
yet the majority of the readership is married with children.
The early issues of Playgirl featured modest centerfolds along
wiUi lifestyle and social issues
to attract the readers.
In 1972 actor Bnrt Reynolds
was the first male nude centerfold in Cosmo. Male nudity
was brought to the forefront of
American pop culture by this
event. In 1974, Playgirl decided to have a nude centerfold
ever)' month. Other celebrities
that bared it all as centerfolds
includeAmoldSchwarzencgger
and the 25th anniversary issue
featured David I Iasselhoff.
Roberts also shared infonnationonsmallerpublicationsthat
have tried to make it throughout the 1970s. Magazines
such as VIVA, Ms., California
Girl, loxylady and Venus were
among the list of publications
that took an attempt to satisfy
women's needs
"Learning about the offshoot
magazines like VIVA and the
others was very interesting"
junior Melissa Faybik said.
Playgirl is the only publication that is still in circulation compared to the other
pornographic magazines of
the 1970s. The magazine has
become more popular in the
later decades and even features a section in every issue
called "Show us your Playgirl,''
showing a photograph of regular readers and their Playgirl
magazines.
Roberts is continuing to do
more research on this topic,
such as if women are more
visual in their reading of pornographic publications than
men.

SNAKES

valid ID required

I (or 12 month leases startiaf I
itCampbtllHillAirtf.

year.

organization.
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Summer 2007

Branaon Nehkom I President

"Being a new organization we
have a limited budget." Nehkom
said. "But we have bigger plans
for next year. We hope to hold
events like a human rights concert."
Ihe organization has high
hopes and hope that they will
be able to connect to, not just
students, but faculty and staff
as well.
"I hope that this organization
helps the rest of the community,
not just BGSU students but faculty and staff, to learn something
about different cultures." said
Mohammad Dadfar, associate
professor in computer science
and faculty advisor to the organization. "I am hoping that they
will organize activities that help
others realize as human beings
what sort of things we have in
common."
The organization is open to
anyone. Students interested in
joining must attend the meetings to make a difference.
"With a new organization, it
is hard to make an impact on a
campus," Nehrkom said. "Our
organization is onlygoing to be
as strong as its members.

An illustration in yesterdays BG
News. In Focus section, was wrongly
attributed. The visual was created by
Marcus Simpson

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

"But we have bigger
plans for next year.
We hope to hold
events like a human
rights concert."
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GET A LIFE

DM planning events with
high school participation
By Christy Johnson
Reporter

BRYAN WINDSOR

Getting a clue about what to do
FUTURE PLANS: BGSU students are shown here at Major Mania at 101 Olscantp Hall Major Mama was yesterday, and was a great turnout Mapr Mania is a place to go if you are an undergraduate who has an undecided major Be on the look out for the next Major Mama if
undecided about what to study.

BGSU receives national recognition
"It helps students apply what they learn in

By Laura Lev Caracciolo
Reporter

BCiSU was recently one of five
U.S. colleges recognized for
their curricular engagement by
the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching.
According to the Carnegie
Foundation's Web site, out of
the 88 total applicants only
76 institutions were chosen.
The chosen institutions were
classified in one of three categories, including curricular
engagement, outreach and
partnerships.
Sandra MacNevin, director of
the BGSU office of engagement,
believes it's an important milestone to have received external
recognition.
"It is a very prestigious
national organization and to
be in the inaugural group is a
real honor," MacNevin said. "It
reflects well on our University to
be recognized by the Carnegie
Foundation and we deserve it."
Don Nicman. the Dean of
College of Arts and Sciences,
emphasized many times that
the Carnegie Foundation is one
of the most respected bodies
involved in higher education.
"This is very special to us,"
Nieman said. "It speaks very
highly of what the faculty is
doing and is a great recognition
ofHGSU."
According to the Carnegie
Foundation's Web site, the
Foundation, founded in 1905,
is an independent policy and

classes by hands on. It really helps them
learn more deeply and prepare for careers
by having a better sense of different areas."
Don Nieman | Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences

research center that works to
uphold teaching standards.
"We have really tried to
develop service learning which
is good for the University and
especially good for students,"
Nicman said.
Students can be involved
in service learning in many
ways. The Chapman Learning
Community's "Journeys into
Science" is a general education
science course where students
sample water in Wood County.
In addition, certain Political
Science 110 courses offer service learning by having students work with a league of
women voters. Students go to
city and county board meetings
to observe and make reports,
which helps them learn more
about how the government
functions.
Another course that offers
service learning is an upper
level ethnic studies course
which focuses on urban race
relations. Students work with
the Lucas County Metropolitan
Housing Authority in Toledo
which monitors housing availability and race discrimination

that occurs.
"It helps students apply what
they learn in classes by being
hands on," Nieman said. "It
really helps them learn more
deeply and prepare for careers
by having a better sense of
different areas in which they
might work."
This was the first year for designation. BGSU had to apply as
a university and follow many
guidelines to be considered
for the recognition. There is a
national panel of faculty and
advisors who worked as a team
and reviewed all of the applications and choose which schools
to honor.
"This recognition is great
motivation to continue on
the road toward community
engagement," MacNevin said.
"We have our own standards
hut to meet national standards
is good feedback that we're
going in the right direction."
However, the recognition is
not permanent.
" BGSU has to re-apply to keep
the designation," MacNevin
pointed out. "And this is not
something we want to lose."
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film. "10 Days Out: Blues From the
Backroads." Tlie dim looks into blues'
roots in rock and a window to the past for
blues fans.
University Bookstore

6 O'clock Talk: Personal
Finances 101
315 Union
1 nrn

Sail to Jamaica
Destinations Snack Bar
Harsh man Quadrangle

International Film Series:
"Kontroll" (2004)
In this Hungarian film, directed by Nimrod
Antal. a group ol beleaguered ticket
inspectors are assigned to patrol sections
of the Budapest subway system tracks
The petty bureaucrats experience abuse
and humiliation as they attempt to regulate a tram system populated by harmless
patrons and hooded madmen
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall

Reading Series:

MFA Readings
MFA readings by Rocco Lunganello
(poetry) and Katheune 1 ane (fiction) Free
and open to the public
Prout Chapel
8 p.m.
Ilya Blinov, piano
llya Blinov is a student of Professor
open to the public.

edit.

Bryan Recital Hall

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET-AtThurstin.
Furn. or Unfutn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdtm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate $385
One Year - One Person Rate • $350

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

839 SEVENTH STREET

825 THIRD STREET.- Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rate - $370

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher,
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5475
521 E. MERRY -Near Offenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year -Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

835 FOURTH STREET

FREE SHUTTLE
TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS

Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

840-850 SIXTH STREET

505 CLOUGH-fieh/nd Kinko's.

Find more coupons and details about NltroMax, visit www.thetireman.com

Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate-$630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

SUPER BOWl
MEGA MEAL
2 CHEESESTEAKS
2FRVS

20 WINGS
& 2 LITER OF SODA

419 352 SPOT on^OOK flf)
419 352-7161 ■
P£3-U0
tWI-ti I

•lfi/1

Furn. or Unfurn, Two Full baths
School Year - Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $540

PETS ALLOWED AT:

EFFICIENCIES

&& s Best since IS£&

screening of the Kenny Wayne Shepherd

Ma>im Mogilevsky The recital is free and

o[.'

m ■■■!> n»i. MWI ■ mn fro- nm *—n

*c «#*

The bookstore will be holding a film

wishlngtogetinwlvedcancontactJaacPenceatjpence9bgsu.

Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

mmmm$samctm»$t

*

10 a.m. and ? p.m
Free Movie Screening

soon as passible. Organizations

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

Valued .1 $33.98 for mtf

I

Mechanical
\wQFMOioocouNij*m'pmsM.'OJOJ.*

WE WELCOME COMPANY CARS 8t UWtOMAl ACCOUNTS

Anderson Arena.
This event will feature
members of athletic teams
showcasing various talents.
In addition, a date auction
involving athletes will be held
at intermission. Tickets for the
variety show will be Sv! and will
be on sale in the Union a week
before the event.
The steering committee
has branched out to try to
get more first-year students
involved in the even) which
raised 5173,610.4.1 last year.
"I've been Involved for
five years, and the people on
the steering committee this
year have been totally different, we're more united as a
group with what we want to
get achieved and what we an!
aiming to do," Fish said.
Asa result, therearealready
ISO more dancers and l(K)
more moralers signed up for
the event this year than last
year.
"Seeing how many students
have come out to the events
and overall meetings has been
great, at big meetings with
everyone there', you can just
feel the spirit," Rood said.
And there is still time to get
involved.
"It's great seeing Ihe
University coming together for
the kids, them getting together
and doing something even
though they have other things
to do," said lack Fence, senior
and member of the internal
affairs committee.
Fditor's Note: Tliose wishing

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

READY FOR WINTER?
On ANY
@ Tires

Dance Marathon is not just
one weekend a year of volunteer service from the student
body and community.
Ihe event, which is sponsored by the Dance Marathon
Steering Committee in conjunction with the Children's
Miracle Network,
raises money for the Mercy
Children's Hospital and is
planned year-round.
"We tried to do a lot more
the first semester so it could be
seen as a yearlong event," said
Kari Rood, senior and director
of Dance Marathon.
There are two major Dance
Marathon events coming up
in Hebniary that will be open
to the public.
On Feb. 11 Mini Marathon
will be held in the Union
Ballroom from noon to (i p.m.
This Mini Marathon is meant
to get high school students
involved in Dance Marathon.
1-or the first time, instead of
having only Bowling Green
High School participate, there
will be five local high schools
in the event. Eastwood High
School, Lake High School,
Anthony Wayne High School
and Otsego High School will
also be participating.
"We stepped up Mini
Marathon from last year, where
BGHS was our only participant, and a lot of highschoolers are getting into it," said
Kat Fish, senior and assistant
director of external affairs.
Another big event for
Dance Marathon will be a
variety show, to be held in
conjunction with the Student
Athlete Advisory Committee
on Feb. 25 at 3 p.m in

Some e«nfi tali1" t-om etfntlbqsucdu

PETS ALLOWED with a $250
nonrefundable pet deposit in the
following buildings:

451THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $365

517
403
825
802
831

E. Reed Street
High Street
Third Street
Sixth Street
Seventh Street

640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4, 2007 Noon

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008
II

.--JOHN

.

NEWLOVE
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We've got a place for everyone!
I
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319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
(located Across From Taco Ueili
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fri 8:30-5:30 Sat 8:30-5:00
www lonnnewtoverealestate com

"I would suggest respectfully to the President that he is not the sole
decider. - Sen. Arien Specter, during a hearing Tuesday on Congress's war powers,
from Time.com
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"Yes. I think they
should."

Thursday. Febiuaiy 1.2007 4

Should the University adopt a uniform policy on cell phones in class?
"No. because students
are paying for the class,
so they can choose how
to spend their time."

"If it's an emergency. I

"Sure, if its on vibrate

understand, but other-

only."

HEIDI FEARING,

SARAH PALUMBO.
Senior. Early Childhood
Education

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

wise, as a respect we

Have your own take on

should adopt a policy."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

STEVE
DEMBKOWSKI.
Sophomore. Philosophy

Sophomore. Architecture

JORDAN
SCHMELZER,
Sophomore. VCT

All right H( iSU. It's time to face
the music January is over, and
for many of us that means it's
time to evaluate our New Year's
resolution progress.
Did you stick to your goals?
Did you cut the daily cigarettes
out of your routine or keep With
your promise to finish your
homework on time? I low about
that ever popular objective
to lose 20 or more pounds by
spring or summer break?
We all know that these types
of changes take time, but don't
you wish there was a way to
speed up the results?
Well for those of us on a mission for the perfect body, there
is. Hut don't get too excited just
yet. There may be dire consequences from your actions.
I now introduce to you the
simple, effective and speedy
procedure known as cosmetic
plastic surgery. Defined as a
procedure that reshapes normal body structures to alter the
patient's physical appearance,
it was found that nearly two
million cosmetic surgeries were
performed in 2005 alone, which
is nearly a four percent increase
since 2004 according to the

However, different procedures lead to different side
effects.
Breast augmentation can
lead to bleeding of the gel,
which in turn can lead to a Dow
of silicone throughout the body,
a condition that in some cases
can cause death.
I jposuction can lead to discoloration, numbness, bruising
and pain, while facelifts can
involve various side effects such
as nerve damage that makes
the person's face unable to
sense any contact at all.
And those are only the physical side effects.
According to a recent analysis performed on 37 patients
both before and after cosmetic
plastic surgery by psychiatrists
Katherinc Phillips and David
Castle, it was found that such
procedures can leave a negative
psychological impact on those
that receive the surgery and
also on those who don't, as they
may feel inadequate as a result.
The information, which
was published in Plastic and
.Reconstructive Surgery, found
that patients who are dissatisfied with surgery may "request
repeat procedures or experience depression and adjustment problems, social isolation,
family problems, self-destructive behaviors and anger
toward the surgeon and his or
her staff."
The problem is not that this

type of surgery can cause such
harmful side effects, but that
people who are informed of the
consequences opt to receive
the procedure anyway.
The only people who should
ever consider any form of cosmetic plastic surgery would be
those with debilitating problems, those with issues that
affect an everyday lifestyle.
For the rest of us, those who
feel we're just not attractive
enough, not thin or muscular
enough; stop comparing yourself to the unrealistic ideals that
society sets for you.
learn to be comfortable with
how you look. If your not, know
that having plastic surgery will
not get you there. Once one
aspect of your body is "fixed,"
then something else will seem
wrong, and another surgery will
loom around the corner.
Cosmetic surgery is oftentimes a never-ending cycle that
should be avoided at all costs.
It is the source of poor selfesteem, the reason why thousands of people distort their
bodies every year to become
the "perfect" man or woman.
Because of the pressure from
society to be beautiful on the
outside, we tend to forget that
it is only the inside that ever
really counts.

Posters at sale degrading
to women
It is nice to know that the
poster sale does not have all that
many gay male friendly posters. Fingering through them,
however, my friend and I found
a whole section of posters dedicated to the objectification of
women and the commodification of lesbian culture. Pictures
of women in practically nothing were very \isiblc and easily
attainable, and I am quite sure
that the male clientele were very
pleased with these posters, but I,
as a feminist, and a queer male,
was not.
The one poster that really
stood out to me was a poster of
a woman, spread eagle, wearing nothing but a bikini and the
bottom covering her vagina had
the words "eat me" in bright
pink letters. The sexualization of
lesbians was apparent through
posters of women engaging in
sexual behavior, and while there
are lesbians who would find this
enjoyable, the posters are not
marketed to those people, but
to the hetero-normative male
students on this campus.
I was upset, so I went up
to the man who was behind
the counter and asked him if
he had any posters that were
marketed for gay men, and the
best he could come up with was
a poster for the musical Rent,
and a poster of David Beckham
shirtless. There were no pictures
of men making out together, nor
pictures of men in barely nothing with the words "eat me" on
their behinds.

To the operators of this poster
sale, I would like to sec something new and exciting and not
the hetero-normative bull I saw
today for the next poster sale,
or maybe the removal of such
degrading posters of women.
—Joe Aufenthie, Junior,
Women's Studies,

I cm ufen @bgsu. edu

Red Cross policies unfair
to homosexual men
I find it very troubling that
BGSU allows the American Red
Cross to collect blood donations
on campus. The American Red
Cross has a policy of discrimination against homosexual men.
The American Red Cross does
not allow any male that has had
sex with another male — even
before 1980 — to donate blood.
In the aftermath of
September 11 and in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, the
American Red Cross turned
homosexual men around the
country away. The organization
says it is protecting the blood
supply from HIV/AIDS with
this policy. However, the group
screens all blood for HIV/AIDS,
thus there is no need to directly
single out homosexual men and
prevent them from helping their
fellow citizens in need.
The American Red Cross is
still stuck in the mentality of
HIV/AIDS being "gay cancer,"
and putting any gay blood in
the American blood stream will
spread the disease and turn
more Americans gay.
1 think the BGSU community — students, faculty and
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I Love to write?
| Love to draw?
I Want to initiate change
| on campus?
The BG News Opinion
staff is currently hiring
columnists and editorial
cartoonists.

\ Intrigued?
Send a 600-800
word test column or
a sample cartoon to
hoovamaiSbgsu.edu.

LAREN WEBER, EXECUTIVE EDITOR
CANDICE JONES, CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
USA HALVERSTADT, CITY NEWS EDITOR
ALISON KEMP, FEATURES EDITOR
DAVE HERRERA IN FOCUS EDITOR
AMANDA HOOVER. OPINION EDITOR

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

BRIAN SZABELSMI
ASST. OPINION EDITOR

Cell phones have become an
important part of our daily lives.
We cany them everywhere we
go, just in case someone needs
to get a hold of us because
there's some sweet party. Or
maybe just in case we need to
text our friends about how dull
class is, even though they are sitting right next to us.
However, this distraction is
proving to be too much for some
school administrators, and they
are bringing the hammer down
on cell phone use.
Students at Milwaukee
Public Schools are no longer
allowed to cany cell phones
in school, according to an AP
story. In Milwaukee's case, the
ban was put into place after
students used cell phones to
call others when fights broke
out in schools, often resulting in
unsafe melees.
Other schools have put similar
bans into place, some to prevent
cheating and others to stop the
distraction cell phones bring.
There's nothing like someone's
super-loud hip-hop ringer going
off to bring a lecture to a halt.
I can see why there are

CHECK THIS OUT:

|
I
j
|
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such restrictions in place. Cell
phones, specifically because of
text messaging, make it easy for
people to cheat on exams by
sending answers to test-takers.
It has happened before. In
2003, USA Today reported on
the case of 12 University of
Maryland students who were
implicated in cheating on an
accounting exam. The students
used their cell phones to receive
text messages from friends
outside of class. The students'
friends had access to an online
answer sheet the professor posted after the exam started.
Had the answer sheet not
been a fake purposely put
online to catch cheaters, they
might have gotten away with it.
Unfortunately, catching cheaters is not always so easy, and it's
likely that 90 percent of the time,
cheating goes uncaught.
Not everyone thinks bans are
such good ideas. One such ban
in New York City has resulted in
a lawsuit The New York Times
reported in 2006 on a lawsuit
filed by parents of students in
New York City schools, saying their constitutional right
as parents to raise their children as they see fit was being
encroached upon.
But what does this mean to
students on campus? Dont we
already have a policy in place to
cover cell phones in class?
A quick search of the BGSU

JOHN TURNER. SPORTS EDITOR
CHELCI HOWARD. PULSE EDITOR
•

RACHEL GREENFIELD, DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE. ONLINE EDITOR

Student Handbook did not find
a policy on cell phone use in
class, but the general consensus
among professors seems to be
that the phone has to be off or
silent. While this is adequate, a
uniform policy across campus
would be much better for both
students and professors.
First, cell phones would be
required to be silent or off during class. Second, using cell
phones during a test or exam,
except for medical emergencies,
would result in a failed test the
first time and a failed grade for
the class a second time.
This policy would still let
people text during class if they
wanted to, but that's their
choice. If you want to waste your
class doing that, go ahead, as
long as it doesn't bother me.
It is also better than a full cell
phone ban. which could be
harmful In the case of emergencies, cell phones can save lives
because they allow for an immediate response to a situation.
Adopting a uniform cell
phone policy instead of a ban is
the far better way to go because
it's fair to both students and
instructors. Left hope that the
University decides to address
the issue in the future, before it
becomes a big problem.
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
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JASON RENTNER, PHOTO EDITOR
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University needs uniform eel
phone policy for classes

staff—needs to be aware of
this group's policies and think
twice before donating to them.
Instead, donate your blood to
another group, any other blood
group, just not the American
Red Cross.
Before you donate, ask their
policies on accepting blood
from gay men and only donate
to blood banks or organizations
that are accepting and not discriminatory.
—Stephen M. Croucher, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor, School oj
Communication Studies,
scrouch@hgsu.edu
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Cosmetic surgery is not the best solution
to getting the perfect body this year
Board Certified Plastic Surgeon
Resource.
Sounds promising, doesn't
it? Not only does it deliver fast
results, but it also can be less
expensive than buying a new
car. The page then goes on to
say that "cosmetic plastic surgery can help individuals lead
happier, more confident lives."
In fact, cosmetic surgery
has become so appealing to
(he masses that it is now being
offered as a prize-package deal.
According to a recent article
in The BG News, as part of a
program on the Kox Reality
Channel, Gator'z Bar and Grill
in Toledo hosted the finals of a
three-week wet T-shirt contest
last Thursday night. The prize:
possibly becoming a co-star in
a four-part series on Ruts daily
"Reality Remix" show as well as
a breast augmentation surgery
valued at SI0,000.
Now before I go off on the
issue of wet T-shirt contests
degrading woman and lowering
them into mere sexual objects,
let us reexamine the truth
about cosmetic surgery.
The procedures, although
they produce instant results,
can also create instant problems. For example, any form
of cosmetic plastic surgery will
leave the patient suffering from
side effects, such as an intense
pain and inflammation in the
surgical area, according to the
website www.apa.org.

a question? Give us your

GUEST COLUMNS a.e longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submis-

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clanty before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

sions for columns is two per month
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British police foil Iraq-style' execution plot
By Rob H»rrl«
The Associated Press

SIMON OAWSON I AP PHOTO

AFTER THE STORM: A family wall
down a residential street alongside police
«i Birmingham. England Wednesday Jan.
31.2007 following dawn raids when British
counter-terrorism police arrested eight men.

BIRMINGHAM, England —
Police foiled a major kidnapping
plot, the firsl of its kind in Britain,
with the arrests yesterday of nine
terror suspects who reportedly
planned to torture and behead a
British Muslim soldier and broadcast the killing on the Internet.
Thealleged plot, said by British
media to mirror the brutal executions of foreign hostages in Iraq,
was in its final stages and uncovered during a six-month surveillance operation byanti-terrorofficers in this city of more than one
million in the heart of England.
The arrests came in a pre-dawn
raid on homes and businesses
in several Birmingham neigh-

borhoods, which were mostly
Pakistani.
"The threat from terrorism
remains very real," said Assistant
Chief Constable David Shaw, who
would not confirm reports from
the British Broadcasting Corp.
and other media outlets that the
intended victim was an army soldier to be killed in an "Iraqi-style"
execution and broadcast tin the
Internet.
Britain has been at the heart
of several thwarted alleged terror plots, including a scheme by
a British Muslim lo blow up the
New York Stock Exchange and
other landmarks, and a plan by
Muslim extremists to use liquid
explosives to blow up as many
as 10 flights between the United
Stales and Britain.

German prosecutors issue
warrants for 13 CIA agents

43 people reported killed in Iraq
By Kim Gamel
The Associated Press

"I saw four wounded

BAGHDAD — Car bombs struck
mostly Shiite targets in Baghdad
yesterday, and the bodies of three
Sunni professors and a student
were found days after they were
seized while leaving their campus in a Shiite part of the city.
At least 43 people were reported killed across Iraq, including a
U.S. soldier.
The violence underscored the
extreme difficulties facing the
capital's fi million residents as
they try to go about their daily
lives as U.S. and Iraqi forces gear
up for a planned security sweep
to clear the city of Sunni insurgents and Shiite militias who are
blamed for many of the attacks.
Maamoun Abdel-Hadi said he
was standing with a friend near
his car when a mortar shell fell on
the predominantly Sunni neighborhood of Azamiyah in northern Baghdad. Theareawashit by
nine mortar shells that damaged

By David Rising
The Associated Press

persons... screaming
for help."
Maamoun Abdel-Hadi | Resident
houses, shops and streets, killing six people and wounding 20,
police and hospital officials said.
"We fell on the ground... 1 saw
four wounded persons lying on
the ground and screaming for
help. We put them in the car and
rushed them to the hospital."
Abdel-Hadi said. "We are peaceful people who have nothing to
do with any militias or armed
groups. What is the guilt of innocent children, women and men
who were walking in the street?"
lamal Ahmed mournfully
examined his Mitsubishi car that
had been burned in the attack.
"Repairing my car will cost
me a fortune, yet I thank God
because I am safe and unhurt,"

But the Birmingham kidnapping plot raised fears that a new
type of terrorism has reached
Britain, one which uses individual victims to send a message
through kidnappings and publicized beheadings. Although the
motive in the new plot was not
disclosed, the announcement
coincides with other indications
that young British Muslims are
becoming increasingly angry
over this country's involvement
in the American-led wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq.and the U.S.
detention camp in Guantananin
Bay, Cuba.
The four British Muslims who
attacked London's transit system
in Europe's first suicide bombings
had expressed rage over Britain's
role in the wars.

BERLIN — German prosecutors said Wednesday that they
have issued arrest warrants for
13 suspected CIA agents who
allegedly abducted a German
citizen in an apparent anti-terrorist operation gone wrong.
It was Washington's second
European ally to seek the arrest
of purported CIA agents for
spiriting away a terrorism suspect Italian prosecutors want
to question 25 agents and one
other American in the alleged
kidnapping of an Egyptian
cleric suspected of terrorism.
MunichprosecutorChristian
Schmidt-Sommerfeld told The
Associated Press that warrants
in the latest case were issued
in the last few days. He said

the unidentified agents were
sought on suspicion of wrongfully imprisoning Khaled alMasri and causing him serious
bodily harm.
Al-Masri, a German citizen
of Lebanese descent, said he
was detained In December
2003
at
the
SerbianMacedonian border and then
flown by the CIA to a jail in
Afghanistan, where he was
abused. 1 Ie said he was let go
in Albania five months later
and told he had been seized in
a case of mistaken identity.
Rights activists have seized
on al-Masri's story and other
cases to demand that the U.S.
stop "extraordinary rendition"
— moving terrorism suspects
to third countries where they
could face torture.
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Chavez's
power grows

BRIEFS
Norweigan cruise
ship runs aground

Hugo
Chavez
Socialist leader
of Venezuela

OSLO. Norway (AP)-A
Norwegian cruise ship carrying nearly
300 passengers including 119
Americans ran aground on a remote
Antarctic .slantl and damaged its hull
before getting Iree of rocks, officials
said yesterday No one was injured

By FabioU Sanchez

The M'S Noidkapp got off the
rock under its own steam and sought
shelter in a nearby harbor, where the
294 passengers were being transferred
to a sister ship as a precaution, .aid
HanneK Knstiansen. aspokeswomai.
for Norwegian Coastal Voyage.

The Associated Press

CARACAS, Venezuela —
President Hugo Chavez was
granted free rein yesterday lo
accelerate changes in broad
areas ol society by presidential
decree — a move critics said
propels Venezuela toward dk
tatorship.
Convening in a downtown
plaza in a session that resembled a political rally, lawmakers unanimously gave Chavez
sweeping powers to legislate
by decree and impose his radical vision of a more egalitarian
socialist stale.
"Long live the sovereign
people! Long live President
Hugo Chavez! liing live socialism!" said National Assembly
President Cilia lions as she
proclaimed the enabling law"
approved by a show of hands.
"Fatherland, socialism or death!
We will prevail!"
Tlie law gives ( haw/, who is
beginning a new six-year term
more power than he lias cKci
had in as president and he plans
to use it over the next 111 months
to translbnii public life

She said there was no danger to
those aboard or tc the Noidkapp after
the incident in the Southern Ocean.

Former Italian
premier apologizes
ROME (AP) - former Premier
Silvio Berlusconi, challenged m an letter
by his wife ovei flirtations comments he
reportedly made to other women, pub
lidy apologized to her yesterday sayinci
he never meant to hurt hn
"Forgive me. I beg you. And take this
how of my private pride giving
in to your fury as an act of love One of
many, said the letter from Berlusconi
released by his Foria Italia party.
His wile. Veronica Lario. wrote an
open letter published yesterday in La
Repubbka -a left-leaning publicationto voice her complaints over wliat she
i' behavior that damaged her
dignity as a woman.

HOUSES! HOUSES!
1, 2, 3, 4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.
Amenities included in many of our houses:

he said.
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Located at the Woodland Mall - N. Main St. 354-0558
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Recieve a free
Alyssa Lee's "Cocoa Bean
Chocolate gift with any
purchase over $75

Tonights Movie
Students Pair

$

2.00

(while supplies last)

Thursdays
Movies OnlyJ
J
w/ Student ID
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Epic MovtalPC 13> 3 50PM 7 10PM 930PM
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CINEMA 5
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THE BIGGEST
BACK TO SCHOOL
POSTER SALE
ONLY

Thousands of Genres
to Choose From
Music Posters
Humorous
Personalities
Wild Lite
Motivational

Fine Art Prints

Movie Posters
Photography
Nature
Scenic Landscapes
Models
Escher
Psychedelic
Black Light
Giant Subway Posters

mo
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LEFT'

•Private shuttle to & from campus

Science Fiction
Ethnic

•2 resort style pools & 2 oversized Jacuzzis

Fantasy
Computer Generated

•3 high pressure tanning domes

Poster Hangers

•HUGE 24 hr fitness center

ii MB
Office Hours:

VERY LOW PRICES!!!
unlverslt)
organization^

Today & Tommorrow
9 AM to 6 PM

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Multi-Piiipose Room -Second Floor

Monday
8 30 "
Saturday
I
Sunday

.

•Washer & dryer in every apartment
•Free internet in every bedroom
Tf4$ iNCLAVe APARTMet/TS

Leasing up fast for Fall 2007

877.819.6802
ntepolaon Hd. Bawling Orwtn ■ www.coltog.pnHnmb.cani
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•.indent is able lo cxpcrienic each
culture and the wills holding the
stereotypes are broken down.
iii-sides experiencing culture the
program also oilers a new method
of making friends, such as the kick
nil party. Held each semester, all
members attend it as an introduction to the program and to each
other. A brief explanation of the
culture change and differences is
also discussed
Partners then separate into
groups and learn about each other.
devoting nine to your traditional
ice breakers and other getting to
know you learn builders, Ur said.
"The 4(. program lets the International student experience how to
make a friend and how to interact
in a new environment," spike said
"A friendship is created, and it is
not uncommon to find partners
spending extra time together, and
some have even s|H'iu holidays
together."
through the 4C program, new
blends are made, and each partner learns something new alxiut
a culture thai you can not learn in
bonks, said Brandon Sauls, sophomore Suals has been involved with
this program since his Irishman
Mar and was first paired with a

From Page 1
i onvetsarion.
The4C program consists of over
100 student, conununit) andtaculi\ member pairings ITiroughthese
pairs, both American and international students can leant more
about cultures and erase stereotypes through jusi spending time
together.
I.ich paii is asked to meet tor
.in hour caili week over the course
MI a semester, to enjoj activities
such as sporting events, grabbing
bod ai the Union oi just studying
logethei
v cording to spike die personal
connection between the pairings
make the language ami the relationship itself much stronger; U\
i i-i hanging out, international students get i" SIT Americans from a
peal point of view
"TheSe international students
already have a limited Idea of how
we live lu'ri' in the United Slates:
the) only sir a stereotype, which
i- perpetuated by differew media
nutlets," she said "H\ pairing the
iniemational student with a native
1
nijish conversation partner, each

FREE MOVIE

student from (Tiina, and now has a
conversation partner from Ghana
"I am in this program because
it is a gixxl opportunity to make
new friends," Sauls said "It is also a
great way to leant and practice new
languages."
Keeping an open mind and having a drive or a want to be apan of
this program is essential for success, according lo Ann-Gee I£6, 4C
Cnigram < lonrdinator.
It is especially essential with this
program, when a Student can not
give the commitment needed to
participate, they are not only letling down the program coordinators but they are also leaving their
conversation partners to fall by the
wayside. Ice said.
I he hardest part alxiut Ibis program is finding time for all par
ties involved, said Dcbm Huff, a
I Iniversiiy-classilied staff member
wiio is on her second semester
with-i<:.
This is especially difficult for
those conversation partners, such
as I luff, who were paired with two
partners from the sum.
()n the other hand. I iv had seven
conversation partners last semester. Each of these International students either did not have a partner

from the start, or their conversation
partner could not handle the commitment
Lee believes this program is beneficial for Americans just for the
fact that they are able to experience
a whole different culture, without
having lo leave the United Stales,
and with no additional cost
"Most iniemational conversation partners have let on that Ihey
are lonely, being able lo adjust lo
a new culture rapidly, makes one
homesick." Ice said. "Through the
4C program, you have a friend who
helps make the new environment
feel less lonely."
The only request thai comes
from Spike or Ice is that students
participating keep a commitment
in mind. Americans are not die only
ones "flaking out" on their conversation partners, Lee said. Keeping
an open mind and a commitment
helps the program to thrive, and
help the University lo continue
building a more diverse international community.

Editori Now: Students, faculty
or community member! inteivstetl
in participating in this semesters
4C program can send an e-mail
exptessing Interest to eslpmgiHigsn.
alu or i isil liisl I lall2IH

Below are the dares and
times for the seminar series

From Page 1
we can truly love i( how God
loves it."
Lasl night al St. Thomas
Moore Parish, across from
MacDonaldllall. Dandurand
held the first of three seminars of his "Theology of the
Body" series.
Dandurand hopes his
seminars will build hype for
guest speaker Christopher
West, who will be speaking
on the subject on campus
March 28.
"We have lo learn to
master thai sexual passion
that everyone of us has.
God gave us this natural attraction, and God
gave us a sense of curiosity about It," Dandurand
said. "But now, how do you
leach thai person to master
that sexual desire in a way
that il doesn't master him.
Because if you don't master
it, il will master you."
The three seminar series
is on the "Theology of the
Body," a term coined by Pope

H;]^:i:!;]!:!;fli:m
419-352-0717

DEJAVU
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Friday- Feb. 2nd
Sunday- Feb. 4th

FALL 2007 APARTMENT LEASING
0

Ridge Manor Apartments
• 2 bedroom, 1 bath townhouses
• starling at $590/mo + gas and electric

0 Bull Apartments
• (1470 & 1490 Clough Street)
• 2 bedroom / 1 bath, furnished
• a/c. Dishwashers / garbage disposals
• starling @ $590/mo plus gas and electric

0 Remodeled Frazee Apartments
• Completely Remodeled 2 Bed, 2 Bath,
new kitchens, new carpel, new furniture.
• starling @ $675/mo ♦ electric
-gS ■_-■,[
_

206 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union Theatre I

SEMINAR INFO

GOD

0 425[.CourtStreet

"«C

GOING
ST!

T^

• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, Furnished apartments
• Dishwashers/ garbage disposals
• Starling @ $650'mo - electric

9:30PM

Special early showing
every Friday @ 6:30 PM

SIGN UP TODKYI
www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/organization/uao/movies.htmi

445 E. Wooser, Bowling Green OH 43402

www.greenbriarrentals.com

■ Three-part seminar series by Father
Michael Dandurand
■ Final two seminars are
on Feb. 7 and 14
■ Location: St. Thomas
Moore Parish. 7 - 8 p.m.

lohn Paul II who proposed
thai humans can come lo
know God when they use
their bodies in the way they
were designed lo be used.
In West's DVD, "Purity in
an Impure Age," which was
shown at the seminar, he
said sex is the super-glue of
human emotion, and when
a couple who has engaged
in sex breaks apart, one or
both partners are left torn
and damaged.
lames Ketlinger, who
worked as a physician for
the BGSU Health Center for
18 years, said he has seen
countless students suffer
because l hey have sought
self-gratification through
sex. By learning God's plan
for sex, Kcltinger believes,
students can understand
and alleviate their pain.
"They can put sex in the
correct
perspective by
coining lo these seminars,
learning about il and putting God in the equation,"
Kcltinger said. "Instead
of self-centered, it's othercentered, when you put
(iod in the equation.
If it's other-centered, you
will love as God loves, and
you won't use anybody, and
you will feel loved and you
will feel good about it."
Dandurand hopes to
spread awareness thai sex
doesn't have lo be hurtful
lo anyone, and should be
celebrated among married
couples.
"Getting God's plan for
human sexuality out there,
that's what we're trying to
do because it's a beautiful
plan," Dandurand said. "The
more that people understand thai plan, the more
they will try lo live thai plan
and embrace il."

Senior Portraits
Today and Tomorrow!!
Senior Poparts
be
will be
taUetv at

* the Student

tree

\

A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2007 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Make an appointment by calling 372-8086. Walk-ins accepted also.
!

I

I
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SIDELINES

Women's basketball extends win streak to 12
By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

SUPER BOWL
Check out today's
special Super Bowl
edition section!

For the BG women's basketball team, a break from MidAmerican Conference play was
just another walk in the park.
A 72-55 victory over Chicago
State Tuesday night extended
the Falcons' winning streak to
12.
After a Sunday night game
and a (i:3() practice Monday, the
Falcons did not have a lot of
rest. As usual, they defied any
odds of a letdown and dominated.

"I felt like we had some tired
legs tonight, but our seniors are
warriors," said BG coach Curt
Miller after the win. "They realized that this is a big final nonconference win to get, and it
was a good overall team win."
After Chicago State scored
the first four points in the
game, the Falcons went on a
9-0 run and never looked back.
BG's lead was nine at halftime
and the closest they came to
BG was when they got within
eight at the 10:25 mark of the
second half.
The Falcons scored 38 points

in the paint against a defense
that was not double teaming
their post players. Ali Mann had
a field day with 20 points and
10 rebounds to go along with
four assists and two blocks. Liz
I lonegger added 13 points and
•ninereboundsand Amber Flynn
bad 10 points and six rebounds
off tbe bench. The Falcons had
five players in double figures.
"A point of emphasis was to
continue to get the ball in the
paint, if that's how they were
going to defend us," Miller said.
" Clearly, points in tbe paint was
a huge statistic for us tonight."

Another great statistic for BG
was their 16-4 advantage in fast
break points. If they were tired,
that was an odd way of showing it.
Mann's intensity was likely a
reason the Falcons were able to
get another energetic win.
"Ali is certainly the leader of
this team. That emotion is such
a staple," Miller said.
BG's guards also had another
great night led by Kate Achter.
Achterscored 14 points, had four
rebounds and three assists.
Lindsey Goldsberry and
Jasmine McCall both came off

the bench and had two steals.
They have both played very
important roles on the defensive end this season.
The win was BG's fourth consecutive double-digit win and
they have now won all but two
games by double digits.
After the Associated Press
poll moved the Falcons down a
spot to No. 17, they maintained
the No. Hi spot on the ESPN/
USA Today poll Tuesday.
BG's record moves to 192. Their next game is Sunday
against 1-75 rival Toledo at
Anderson Arena at 4 p.m.

In today's BG News, be sure
to look at the special edition

BOWLING GREEN 671 BALL STATE 57

Super Bowl section available

Bengals' QB on arrests:
'Enough is enough'

today. Find out more about
the big stories, the big
commercials and the big
game - you can even find
recipes for your Super Bowl

By Tim Reynolds
The Associated Press

Sunday party.

TELEVISION
BG 24 Sports puts
Falcon fans in the
"Double-bonus"

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. — Carson
Palmer is tired of seeing the
Cincinnati Bengals pile up
more arrests than wins.
The quarterback's frustration level with his teammates
has grown steadily over the last
nine months, and for reasons
that have nothing to do with
on-field play.
"Enough is enough." Palmer
said yesterday at the Super
Bowl media center. "It's something we're definitely not
proud of."
When cornerbacklohnat nan
Joseph was arrested last week
and charged with possession
of marijuana, he became the
ninth Bengals player arrested
in a nine-month span — and
Palmer isn't making any more
attempts to hide his disappointment with the run of
trouble.
"From here on out, guys just
need to make better decisions,"
Palmer said. "Life is about
making the right decisions
and moving on. The decisions

On Channel six at 10 p.m.
today, tune into a one-hour
sports special from B6 24
Sports. The show is called
"Double-bonus" and will
cover the latest in Falcon
athletics, the Super Bowl and
more.

OUR CALL
The List
It's been a strange season
thus far in Mid-American
Conference men's basketball,
with more than enough
parody to go around. After
some tough competition in
the month of January, here

they've made are not the right
ones."
Along with the arrests, linebacker Odell Thurman and
receiver Chris I lenry were suspended by the NFL for misconduct. Henry, who has been
arrested four times in the last
14 months, could be facing
another suspension at the start
of the 2007 season over two
court cases that were settled
last week.
NFL commissioner Roger
Goodell even took the step of
telling the team to behave duringa visit to Cincinnati last fall.
Bengals coach Marvin Lewis
is implementing new, tougher
rules and regulations for the
learn to follow — something
Palmer supports.
"There's really nothing that
Marvin can do in the offseason," Palmer said. "Right now.
you can't put a curfew on guys.
You can't call guys every single night to make sure they're
in bed, they're not running
around."
The Bengals started the year
See BENGALS | Page 8

are the top five teams in the
conference.

I.Akron: Led by 6-foot-

Manning savors shot at
Super Bowl title

7 Romeo Travis [below], the
Zips have not lost since the
first week in January and are
7-1 in the conference.

By Steven Wine
The Associated Press

2. Toledo: After starting
MAC play 7-0, the Rockets
finally lost last night to Ohio,
but still reign supreme in
the MAC West The Falcons
will take on the Rockets next

ENOCHWU

-MEBOWWS

DOUBLE TROUBLE: Erik Marschall (right) goes for the shot against Peyton Stovall (12) and Anthony Newell (52) of Ball State

Saturday up in Toledo.

3. Kent State: The
Golden Flashes have won
their last four and are one
game back in the MAC East.

Oh, to win again

Like many teams though.
Kent State has struggled
with consistency.

4. Western
Michigan: The Broncos
played a ridiculously tough
non-conference schedule to
prepare for the MAC and it
paid off, as they've won four .
of their last five games and
are in second place in the
MAC East
5. Ohio: The Bobcats
have been the model of
inconsistency this season, but
at times have shown flashes
of greatness. Last night OU

Falcons get back in the win column with a home court win over Ball State
By Bill Bordewick
Reporter
It took 2-1 days and six consecut ive losses, but I he B( I men's basketball team finally picked up
a win over Ball Staie last night,
67-57.
"The game for us, our side of it
at least, was decided by our lack
of turnovers." said BG coach Han
Dakich. "We're coming off 24
turnovers at Central Michigan
and 24 turnovers tonight
was going to get our brains
beaten
in.
^«^_
W e
thought
under.12
turn-

"We couldn't score
- couldn't put the
ball in the basket."
Ronny Thompson | Ball State coach
overs was going to get the job
done."
The team committed nine
turnovers, which is a low for
the season, compared to 16 Ball
Stale turnovers.
"We couldn't score — couldn't
put the ball in the basket,"
said Ball State coach Ronny
Thompson. "Micah was missing lay-ups at point blank range.

Peyton |Stovall| and Skip IMills]
didn't have it tonight. But you
have to credit Bowling Green.
They were very physical — very
aggressive."
The Falcons lead at halftime by a score of 35-26 in part
because the team had only committed four turnovers and also
the play of Brian Moten.
Moten connected on three of
his four shots and was able to
knock down all four free throws
for a first half performance of
11 points. Moten came into the
game averaging 4.7 points per
game and he nearly tripled that
See HEN | Page 8

MIAMI — For 60 minutes the
questions came at Peyton
Manning, sometimes several
at once, on topics ranging from
his childhood to "American
Idol" to Sunday's game againsl
the Chicago Bears.
Facing a semicircle of
reporters and cameramen six
deep, Manning joked a little,
reminisced a lot and seemed
to enjoy his first Super Bowl
media day.
"I know how hard it is to get
here," he said, "because it has
been."
Still to come are the 60 minutes that matter mosl, when
Manning's Indianapolis Colts
play Chicago for the NFL title.
But while Bears center Olin
Kreutz grumbled thai he might
prefer a trip to the dentist over
Tuesday's interview marathon,
Manning embraced media
day as part of what makes the
Super Bowl America's favorite
carnival.
"I've seen il in years past,"
Manning said from a seat
along the sideline at Dolphin
Stadium, his back to the field.
"You always wish you were up
here. That's one of the hard

things.
"Not only are you not playing in ihe game, but you're seeing other teams play in it that
you feel like you had a better
team than them, but they were
the ones who earned it. We're
glad to be here this year."
Manning's
counterpart. Bears quarterback Rex
Grossman, said he also appreciated the media attention.
He attracted a much smaller
crowd than Manning, but the
questions came in a flurry —
including one about whether
Grossman found such a flurry
of questions overwhelming.
"It's not that big a deal,"
Grossman said with a smile.
"I'm just talking to you guys.
It's a big game. Everyone wants
to know all the subplots to it
and every little detail. It's exciting for us that our sport is so
popular and people care and
will read about what we say
and listen to us. It just makes il
that much more exciting."
Grossman is a subplot — an
erratic young quarterback who
can only hope his biorhythms
happen to peak around kickoff. Manning is the biggest
story of the week, which is why
See MANNING | Page 8

broke off Toledo's bid for
a perfect MAC season by
beating the Rockets 91-80.

James' big toe could
e lingering problem
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - LeBron James'
sore toe may be sore until summer.
The Cavaliers' All-Star forward,
who has missed two of Cleveland's
last three games to rest a sprained
right big toe, said yesterday that
his injury could linger for the
remainder of this season.
"I hope not, but I think il will,"
James said following practice. "It's

like you jam your finger or you get
a light ankle sprain, those are the
things that don'l really gel back
until after the season.
"It's a concern, but not a big
concern as long as it keeps getting better and progressing every
day."
On advisement from the team's
medical staff, James sat out
Cleveland's game Tuesday night
against Golden State, and the
MARK DUNCAN I HPPH0TO

See JAMES | Page 8

BENCH MINUTES: Cleveland Cavaliers' LeBron James, right, clowns with Oonyell Marshall on the bench at Tuesday night's game.
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JAMES
: From Page 8

[Cavaliere didn't missabeatwfthI mil their 22 year old superstar.
Sasha
PavloviC replaced
lames In the starting lineup and
scored a carect high 24 points,
[and Cleveland had eight players
I score in double figures for the
; first time In 13 years In a 124-97
■blowout ot (he Warriors.
lames was held out ol contact
I drills during yesterday's practice
•and the team listed him as dayto-day on their updated injury

'. report.
Alter being limited to practicing free throws and going over
■some plays, lames said his toe
;is feeling better and it will be
[a game lime decision whethei
Ihe plays in a nalionally televised
• game today in Miami.
lames is hoping logel a chance
[to match up against Heat guard
land dose friend Dwyane Wade.
:in the last meeting between the
-All-stars, lames outscored Wade
47-44, added 12 rebounds and 1(1
assists and made all the hig play S
down the Stretch in Cleveland's

106-99 win on April 1.
lames insists his decision to

play will be based on his health
and that he won't buckle to any
external pressures, including the
opportunity to duel Wade or the
Chance tO be part of Super Howl
week in South Florida.
He admitted he probably
should have rested his toe on
Sunday against Phoenix, two
davs after he sal out a game in
Philadelphia.
"It's not national television,"
he said. "It's just the simple fact
of going out there against one of
the best players in the NBA. You
have to be smart ahout things.
and if I feel fine then I'm going
to go out there and play. And il I
don't. I'm going to sit."
From his spot on the bench
Tuesday, lames enjoyed watching his teammates have one
of their best all-around games
this season. With rookie Daniel
Gibson replacing Eric Snow
at starting point guard, the
Cavaliers pushed the tempo,
made the extra pass, hit their 3pointers and looked line without
their leading scorer.
lames wasn't surprised.
"I hese are guys who know
how to play. They don't need me
out on the court to know how to
play the game." he said.

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

*29S.OO/mo.
• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

•NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2007
Field Manor, Ridge Manor Apts.,

Also ask about our rental rates at:
Frazee, Buff,
& 425 E. Court St.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402
419.352.0717

MEN
From Page 7
output at halllline.
"Nate Miller and Martin
Samarco really got on me this
week and told me that I needed
to lx' more focused on doing all
the little things hut also more
Iodised on what I was recniited
to do and that's put the hall in
the basket.'' Moten said. "So those
guys really pushed me this week
and I think it really paid of)."
Moten wen) on to score IB
points on the night off the bench.
The Cardinals went on a mini-

MANNING
From Paqe 7
his interview session drew by
far the largest horde on media
day.
The game's most prolific
passer is playing in the Super
Howl lor the first time at age 30.
His father. Archie, was a star
NFL quarterback for 14 years
who never had a shot at a title.
Younger brother Kli has yet to
come close in three seasons

WWWBGNEWS.COM

run to start the second half ;md
whittled down the 11 point Falcon
lead at halftime to five after an
Anthony Newell lay-up with 12
minutes to go in the game.
\ewell finished the game
with 13 points and game high 14 •
rebounds.
"1 thought INewelll was really
active — showed flood toughness," Dakich said. "I le's one of
those guys that usually develops
into the best the player in the
league — 6'B", long anus" After
the \ewell basket, BCi went on
to score the next four points to
thwart any momentum Ball State
may have had. An 8-3 run pushed

the BG advantage back to 10 at
52-42 with about seven minutes
to play.
Ball State had one more run left
in them and was able to cut the
deficit to six at 60-54 with 125 to
play in the game, but could get no
closer and eventually fell by 10.
" |On not losing the late leadl 1
thought that was a hig improvement," Dakich said. "We have
a tendency to hang our head
and throw the ball away more. I
thought our team stayed calm.
I thought we stayed poised
and I thought our team stayed
together."
Martin Samarco led the way

for the Falcons with 21 points and
added three steals as well. Nate
Miller continued with his consistent play by adding 15 points to
go along with nine rebounds and
four assists.
"|Miller| does everything except
make free throws — which is a
problem," Dakich said. "But Nate
has emerged, even with the losing, as an everyday guy. He has
flipped the switch to be a consistent performer for us."
The Falcons will be in action
on Saturday as they travel the 20
miles up 1-75 to renew an annual
rivalry against the Toledo at 7

with the New York Giants,
So Manning relishes the
chance Sunday offers.
"You feel a small window of
opportunity," he said. "While
we're here, we sure want to go
ahead and win it."
Flanked by two loudspeakers
that allowed even the back row
lo hear his soft New Orleans
drawl. Manning was expansive
discussing his family, the challenges of his job and the frustration of failing to reach the
Super Bowl in the past.

He balked only at the goofiest questions: Do you watch
"American Idol"? Is your
touchdown dance ready? Is F.li
adopted?
(Manning's responses: no,
not yet and blank stare.)
Then t here was the subject of
Peyton and Payton. Manning's
dad and the late Bears superstar
Walter Payton were rivals but
also good friends. When a 3year-old Manning briefly vanished during a trip to Hawaii
for the Pro Bowl In 1980, Payton

turned out to be the culprit.

BENGALS
From Page 7
year 4-5, then won four straight
to get into playoff contention
before dropping their final
three games. It was a disappointing end to a season that
wasted a strong comeback by

p.m.

"My parents couldn't find me
for like three hours," Manning
said. "Any parent could imagine what's that like, not to know
where your child is. All of a sudden Walter Payton comes up
and he's carrying me. He'd had
me on a catamaran for three
hours.
"It's kind of neat to think of
that story, now that we're playing the Bears this week."
Reportcrschucklcd. Cameras
clicked. Manning grinned.

Palmer, who threw for a careerhigh 4,035 yards and 28 touchdowns even after suffering a
knee injury against Pittsburgh
in last season's playoffs.
But all that was overshadowed
by the off-Field problems.
"I don't know if I got angry,"
Palmer said. "I got more and
more frustrated."

NATION

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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Southern border gets a scare from outlaws
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ByAliciaA.Oldw.il
The Associated Press
DEL RIO, Texas — A recent
standoff between National
Guardsmen and heavily armed
outlaws along the Mexican
border has rattled some troops
and raised questions about the
rules of engagement for soldiers who were sent to the border in what was supposed to be
a backup role.
Six to eight gunmen — possibly heading for Mexico with
drug money — approached a
group of Tennessee National
Guard troops at an overnight
observation post )an. 3 on the
U.S. side of the Arizona-Mexico
border. No one fired a shot, and
the confrontation ended when
American troops retreated to
contact the Border Patrol. The
gunmen then fled into Mexico.
But the incident made some
National Guard commanders nervous enough to move
up training dates for handling
hostage situations. And some
lawmakers have questioned
why the rules prohibit soldiers
from opening fire unless they
are fired upon.
"Whywouldlhisbeallowedto
happen?" Republican Arizona
state Rep. Warde Nichols said.
"Why do we have National
Guard running from illegals on
the border?"
Nichols said until the rules
of engagement are changed,
the troops are little more than
"window dressing — to say we
are doing something about border security."

NATION
BRIEF-.
GOP sets benchmark
for Iraq progress
WASHINGTON (AP) - Several
leading Senate Republicans who support President Bush's troop-boosting
plan lor Iraq say they will give the
administration and the Iraqis about six
months to show significant improvement. "I don't think this war can be
sustained lor more than six months
if in fact we don't see some progress." Sen Pat Roberts. R-Kan. said
Wednesday Until this month, he was
chairman of the Senate Intelligence
Committee.

Justice expands on
spy program details
WASHINGTON (AP)-Attorney
General Alberto Gonzales expanded
Congress' access Wednesday to
classified documents detailing the
governments domestic spying program but still didn't satisfy several
lawmakers demanding information
about surveillance Investigators'
applications, legal briefs and orders
issued by the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court are now open
to the two leaders of the Senate
Judiciary Committee. Gonzales said.

Google leads in
search engines
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-Google
Inc's fourth-quarter profit nearly
tripled as the online search engine
leader sprinted past analyst expectations, but the breathtaking growth
wasn't enough to satisfy investors
The Mountain View-based
company's high-flying stock price
dipped after Google said it earned
$1.03 billion, or $5 29 per share, during
the final three months of 2006. That
compared with net income of $372.2
million, or $1.22 per share, at the same
time in 2005
If not for expenses for employee
stock compensation and gams from
tax benefits. Google said it would
have earned $3.18 per share That
figure easily exceeded the average
analyst estimate of $2.92 per share
among analysts surveyed by Thomson
Financial.
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RUDYGUtlEBRtZ I AP PHOTO
ON WATCH: Aimy Spc. Monya Dallas of Columbus. Ga.. holds binoculars at the US -Mexico border near Columbus. N M A standoff
between National Guardsmen and heavily armed outlaws along the Mexican border has rattled some troops

groups and appeared to be trying to surround them, authorities said. Before theGuardsmen
retreated, one gunman came
within 35 feet of the soldiers,
according to a National Guard
report. The outlaws' nationality
was unclear, investigators said.
Republican Arizona state
Rep. lerry Weiers said the rules
of engagement put soldiers in a
tough position.
"My real, true, honest concern
here is that we don't return fire
until we have been fired upon,
and by then we have probably
lost a life," Weiers said.
Arizona's Maricopa County
Attorney Andrew Thomas, a
Republican whose prosecution
of illegal immigrants has drawn

"We want to untie their
hands," he added. "We want to
put them in a primary role."
The standoff was the first
known armed encounter
between National Guard troops
and civilians since President
Bush ordered about 6,000 soldiers to the border in May to
support the Border Patrol and
local law enforcement. The
guard was supposed to be the
"eyes and ears" for other agencies and was not given authority to arrest or detain illegal
immigrants.
The men who confronted
the soldiers were armed with
automatic weapons and wearing ballistic vests when they
saw the soldiers, split into two

national attention, called the
incident "a deep embarrassment" that highlights growing
dangers from well-armed drug
traffickers and human smugglers along the border.
Texas soldiers will undergo
additional training on what to
do if they are separated from
their teams or taken hostage or
kidnapped.
"It mainly encompasses how
to treat your captors, what to
think about when you are in
that position and what to do
when you are being rescued,"
Staff Sgt. HcnryAguirresaid as
he watched three soldiers on an
overnight shift survey the darkened Rio (irande just outside
Del Rio.

Corporate pay gets attention by Bush i

s

President
Bush
Spoke on Wall
Street about the
state of economy

By B.-ii Filler
The Associated Press

NliW YORK — President Bush
challenged the corporate world
yesterday on the lavish salaries
and bonuses paid to chief executives, saying their pay should
be tied to how much they help
their companies' shareholders.
"America's corporate boardrooms must step up to their
responsibilities," Bush said in a
speech on Wall Street addressing the stale of the U.S. economy. A few executives' extravagant pay packages, recently in
the news, have disgusted millions of U.S. workers who will
never come near such deals.
"You need to pay attention
to the executive compensation
packages that you approve,"
he said. "You need to show
the world that American businesses are a model of transpar-

ency and good corporate governance."
Bush's comments came during a White House push to get
people focused on the economy at a time when other issues
command attention — including the Iraq war and all the candidates running for his job.
He spoke at Federal Hall, a
venerable site just blocks from
where terrorists destroyed
the World Trade Center. Bush
caused a frenzy with an unannounced stop on the floor of
the New York Stock P.xchange,
joining Ronald Reagan as the
only presidents to do so during
trading hours.
On executive pay, Bush was
prodding the business community to act on its own. He
offered no promise of federal
intervention. In fact, he said
government should stav out
of it.
But the president clearly
hoped to send a message that
would resonate with the public.
His immediate listeners,
a dark-suited New Y'ork business audience, reacted with
silence. But the invited crowd

Preferred
Properties Co.
.■

Houses That Feel Like Homes
www.prelerredpfopertlesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Apts.

• Mini Mall Apts.

• Piedmont "Under Renovation"

• Triplex

• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
- small pets allowed
see our website or
^^^^^^ call 'or more details

offered applause when Bush
talked about cutting taxes and
improving education.
Attention to corporate pay
has been fueled by some notable
cases. Recently, Home Depot
chief executive Bob Nardelli
was earningan average of $25.7
million a year — excluding
stock options — before he was
forced out in a furor over his
compensation. He left with a
severance package worth about
S2I0 million.
The
New
York Stock
Exchange faced an uproar over
former CEO Richard Cirasso's
S187.5 million severance package. Bonnet New Y'ork Attorney
(leneral Eliot Spitzer, now governor, sued NYSE board members over the package Grasso
got when he quit as chairman
in 2003.
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
WilfiSaw sudoku and win prizes «■
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Adult Swim bomb scare
By K«n Maguire
The Associated Press
BOSTON — Nineblinkingelect ronic devices planted at bridges and other spots in Boston
threw a scare into the city yesterday in what turned out to
be a marketing campaign for
a late-nighl cable cartoon. Ai
least one of the devices depicls
a character giving the finger.
H ighways, bridges and a section of the Charles River were
shut down and bomb squads
were sent in before authorities declared the devices were
harmless.
"It's a hoax — and it's not
funny," said Gov. Deval
Patrick.
Turner Broadcasting, parent
company of Cartoon Network,

said the devices were pan of
a promotion for ihe TV show
"Aqua Teen I lunger force."
"Ihe packages in question
aremagneticlighlsthatposeno
danger," Turner said in a statement. It said the devices have
been in place for two to three
weeks in 10 cities: Boston, New
Y'ork, LOS Angeles, Chicago.
Atlanta, Seattle, Portland, Ore.,
Austin. Texas, San Francisco
and Philadelphia.
"We regret thai they were
mislakenlylhoughllnposeany
danger." the company said.
Policesaidonlythattheywere
investigating where the device
came from. The Department of
Homeland Security said there
are no credible reports of other
devices being found elsewhere
in the country.

Join the Newlove Family
507 * 525 E. MERRY ST.:
Large 2 bedroom/one bath
apartments. Close to campus.
Laundry on site. $560+electric
per month.

CHECK

IT

OUT

117 N. MAIN. ST.:
1 bedroom unfurnished
apartments. Laundry tacilities.
Located above
downtown business.
315 1/2 S. MAIN ST.:

128 W. WOOSTER DAE:
1 bedroom apartments above
downtown business. Tenant pays
electric. $310 to $360 per month.

2 bedroom unfurnished upper
apartment. Tenant pays all
utilities. Available May.

NEWIPVE

114 S. MAIN ST:
1 bedroom unfurnished
•HIS. Located above
downluwn l,i
;
ent is unique. Cats ok.
lonth.

Rentals
332 South Main Street
Bowling Green Ohio. 43402
419.352 5620
ww newloverontals.com

UAO PRESENTS

;<*i

uur
imuuu
unsi
SMCIOUS
BEDROOMS

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-12 41-4:30
530 S. Mapla Si. 419-352-9378

«w«?
Management Inc.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Tonight
8pm. Black Swamp Pub
)

BOWEN THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments

Renting for 2007-2008
www.meccabg.com
http://vwvw.bgsu.edu/oflices/uao
or call: (419)372-2486
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Liberal author
dies of cancer

The Daily Crossword Fix

Molly Ivins
•

il author

and columnist
who died of

p

breast cancer

..

I
By Kcllay Shannon

■

SETTLEMENT: State Attorney General Jim Hood talks about the settkment reached with
late'
I ■ '. CasualtyCo.atfiisofftcesin Jackson.Miss.

\IISII\. Ttexas
Best-s«lling
author and columnist Molly
Kins, the sharp-witted liberal
who skewered die political
establishment and referred to
President Bush as 'Shrub," died
yesterda) afteratongbattlewith
breast cancel She was 62,
David Pasztor, managing
editor ol the lexas Observer,
confirmed ha death.
(Tie writer, who made a living poking run at rexas politicians, whethei they were in
her home base ol Austin or
the While House, revealed ill
c-arh JIKHi that she was lieinjj
treated fol breast cancer fin
the third lime.
More than itxi newspapers
Subscribed to her nationally
syndicated column, which
combined strong lilxral views
and populist-toned humor.
Kins' illness did not seem to
hurt herabOh) to deliver biting
one-liners.
"I'm sorry to saj [cancer) can
kill you but it doesn't make you
a bettet person," shesaJdinan
inter, iew with the San Antonio

A lederal judge yesterday reduced
In more than half a jury's award
of S2.5 million in punitive damages against State Farm lire
and Casualty Co. for denying a
Mississippi couple's claim after
Hurricane Katrina
U.S. District Judge I..T. Suntcr
|r. inGulfport, Miss., reduced the
award to SI million even though
the itidj;e said State I arm acted
in a "grossly negligent way" by
denying die claim Bled by policyholders Norman and Genevieve
liroussard. whose liiloxi home
was destroyed by the August
2005 storm.
Ixirlier this month. Setiter presided over the first jury trial for
the hundreds of lawsuits that
Mississippi homeowners have
filed against Insurers for refusing
to covet damage from Katrina's

Express News in September.

storm surge.

.

1
1

Katrina victims awarded less
By Michael Kunzelman
ti

On Ian. 11, die judge took part

I he same month cancer
claimed her friend ol lomier
'. .civ. Ann Hie hards.

of die case out of jurors' hands
and ruled thai State Farm is liable for S22(,292 in damage lo the
Isiotissards' home. But lie allowed
jurors to decide whether to award
punitive damages,
In his four-page ntling yester
day Senter said punitive damages are warranted but said an
award of SI million — between
foul and five times ihe amount of
damage to the Broussards' home
— is "more appropriate' than S2..r>
million.
"(Jear and convincing evidence
sup|>ortsafindingthal(Statelaiin)
acted in such a grossly negligent
way as to evince willful, wanton or
reckless disregard for the rights of
the plaintiffs," he wrote.
lack Denton, an attorney lot
the Broussards, said Scoters
rationale for reducing the award
is Well-reasoned" and doesn't
dilute the message that jurors
sent lo State Barm.
"I le is not letting them off the
hook." IX'nton said.
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Sutton
Senator accused of
sexually touching
18-year-old

The Associated Press
PIERRE, S.D. - The South
Dakota Senate yesterday censured a lawmaker accused of
fondling an IH year-old legislative page in a motel bed,
Democratic Sen. Dan Sutton

had admitted sharing a bed with
the page lasi winter hut denied

groping him.
Tlieccnsureaniciuntsloapublic reprimand that has no effect

419 353 2277

The Senate could
have
expelled him instead, hut voted
32-2 for censure. Sutton did not
participate in the vote.
"We believe that is the appropriate punishment," said state
Sen. Scott lleidepriem, vice
chairman of the Senate's disciplinary committee.
Sutton, 36, left the chamber
when the debate began over his
future. Afterward, he said that
he believes the censure vote will
end the matter.
'Acs. it's a relief," he said.
Austin VViese, now 19. testified that Sutton, a longtime family friend, touched him Inappropriately while the two shared
it king-size bed at a motel last

The BG News

1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans

iFv
Hillsdalii Apts
1082 Fairview Ave.
I & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwashei & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
'Ask about internet discount

•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

Interested in learning how lo lly9
mperkin@bgsu.edu

419-450-2225

FREE HEA1
VARVI ■
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Sanderson Stables
|QUM

N

□ "'

I C.VPS* t AM

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Riding Academy
Lessons. Web Based Distance
Learning. Training, Workbooks,
& Educ. Activities Since 1982
We provide credit &
non-credit courses covering .
100. 200 S 300 levels.
Trail riding, contesting and more
Contact us at 419-655-2253 or
www.sandersonstables.com
into@sandersonstables.com

Body covering
More opposite
Recipe amis.
Actress Bancroft
Wheel turner
Foil maker
Ritz rival
Losing cause?
Lathered up
Start ol a quip
Money on the line
Pick up
U.K. lexicon
Violent conflicts
Pathtmder's planet
Sun. oration
Worldly-wise
Grime
Proiection on a basilica
Part 2 of quip
Revival cry
Old Peruvian ruler
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Curving
Disfigure
Eyelid problem
Sioux tribe
Winter ailment
Ode preposition
Truck part
End of quip
Get on
Word before jerk or pop
Point after deuce
Postal scale unit
Words to a dealer
Begin once again
Chose
Dates
Slumgullion or mulligan
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On the schedule
Church instruments
Equivocator's perch
Van Halen brother
Word to the audience
At this point
Masterstroke
Search
Garage-sale caveat
Alaskan seaport
Supports (or glasses
Meadow call
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1432 E. Wooittr. BG

Hours: Him - 9pm Monday Saturday
Delivery Ham 9pm Monday - Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

Travel

Help Wanted

For Rent

«1 Spring Break Webiltel Low prices guaranteed. Group discounts lor
6. Book 20 people, gel 3 tree trips'
www.SiirinqBral.HiDt«counls com
or 800-838-8202.

Earn $2500* monthly and more
to type simple ads online.
www. DataAdEntry.com

3 bdm house. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking. W/D, AC. One-2
bd'm. apt. off street pkg. Close to
BGSU. All avail. Aug. 15, 2007 419352-4773 419-601-3225 (cell).

Sexy, Slinky. Sunny. Sipping.Sloppy
Swimming, Splashing Sensational
Spring Break Savings...only with
Sun Splash Tours. 20 years experience, the experts @ 1800-426-7710
or check out the HOT DEALS @
www.sunsoiashtours.com

419-352-7070.

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
BREADSTICKS, BEER
BIG SCREEN
BOOYAKASHA!
352-9638
Need a Fundralslng Idea?
Sell Custom Silicone Bracelets
Just $0 24 ea - Resell lor $4 - $5!
wwwxngieb'acelels.com

Wanted
Female sublsr. needed for the Enclave II $350 mo. Available NowM!
Feb. rent tree!! Call 419-346-8095.
Paying cash lor guitars, vintage Star
Wars. Gl Joes. Transformers. Hot
Wheels, etc. 419-874-9119.
Subleaser needed
Across Irom campus. Rent negotiable. Call 614-352-8774.

Help Wanted

BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed this
summer tor slow pitch sottball in
BG Earn $16 per game. Contact
jtreeger@woh rr.com lor into.

A
BITTERSWEET
■ I R V I N O II

PIT WITH A I I H M

Bittersweet Farms
ATTN: HUMAN RESOURCES

12660Arclibold-WhiteliouseRd.
Whitehouse, Ohio 43571

SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITY
Anil Permanent
1st, 2nd & 3rd Shift
Positions Available at Whitehouse

& Pemberville.
Management Inc.

WEBSITE APPLICATION:
www.hitierswectfarms.ori'

Stop by the Office

EMAIL APPLICATION (OR RESUME)
Krlsty Dunlap: kdunlap^'biitersweetfarms.org

at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabq.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!
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Uraku Japanese Reslaurant
Now hiring servers and cooks.

3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed tor 2007-2008.
sch. yr..Please call 419-308-3525.

For Sale
Snack and Soda Locations
Member ol BBS and Chamber

3 bdrm house. 1 block from campus,
W/D. AC. Avail May 07. 1 yr lease.
Call 419-897-5997.

260-347-5840

Apts S Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.fiterentals.com

For Rent
"Rooms $199.00 Mo -t 2 bdrm.
avail. Now low as $399.00 mo. TV.
07-08 Rentals Houses & Apts. going
last. 1 sem. avail, all next to camus.
S5 Web, close to downtn. Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm/listing 24/7 316
Merry 3. Updated listing
@cartyrentals.com

Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apartment
2 bedrooms available now
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

07 - 08 School Year
1,2 & 3 bedroom apts available.
For more info call 419-354-9740.

Houses/Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2M- F
wwwbgapartments.com
Quiet tenants preferred

1 bdrm. $400 mo. plus elec. & dep.
9 & 12 mo. leases available. No pets
854 8th St. 419-392-3354.

Ivywood Apts. 1 bedroom & studios.
First month free. Restrictions apply
419-352-7691

1 bedroom apt. unfurnished. $385
mo. . util. Garage, short lease.
Close to campus. 419-290-0442.

LEASING FOR 2007 - 2008
Going fast. 1 & 2 bdrms. May & Aug.
leasing Village Green Apts. 480
Lehman Ave. 419-354-3533.

1 bedroom on 7th St. $420 month.
No utilities. Available 4-1-07.
419-287-4337.
1 bedroom unfurnished. $380 mo. ♦
electric. Short lease, available Feb.
1. For more info, call 354-9740.
1 bedroom, as low as $399.00
419-352-0590.
1 roommate needed now until May.
Campbell Hill $325 mo. > utilities.
260-241-1534

LOW PRICE-CLOSE TO CAMPUS
824 5th-4 bdrm.. 2 bath, $1000 mo.
May lease, 4 people.
826 5th4 bdrm., 2 bath. $1000 mo.
Aug. lease. 4 people.
129 1/2S. College-Lg. 1 bdrm..
$425 mo. Aug. lease.
CALL 419-352-9392
Male has a furnished room for rent
with freedom of house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit. 419-354-6117.
MARTEN RENTALS
2 bdrm. apts. on 5th & 7th
Large house on Lehman Ave.
352-3445

2 3 bdrm houses Avail. 8-15 Price
$825 Dill St.; $900 E. Merry. 11 1/2
mon. lease. Call: 419.308.2406.

Findlay Pike Apis.
111/113 Findlay Pk Portage, OH
Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at S475/mo. • Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

HeinzsiteApts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

ClauilM Aos • 419-57J 6977
ll.r BC \™ MT ...c k„.~,ntl, .„..,,! idter.
iJM-mt>nts tti.ci ili-.riintii.iti'. m em-' u
criramailim JK.U" t any individual oi grirnn
on dw btato oTm t, m, color, creed, it m n
1 I.I.il.in ilis.dulitv

Services Offered

419-353-7715 t=J

Evergreen Apts.
21SE.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only IS minute walk to campus!

1

■-■

(419) 352-4663

February.

>

Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

■ i■

Hindu title of respect
Butter cutter
Up the creek
Old Dodge model
Grown girls
Be real
Whole lot
Adam's third son
Small samples
Dracula's dnnk
Thumb through
"Rape of the Lock"
poet
Utter
Bayou bird
Main artery
Part of AARP
Chop finely
Operatic showstopper
Oitsy individual
Latin being
Part of AARP
Grin from ear to ear
Tibetan VIP
Declare untrue
Bushy do ol the '60s
Bum from
Alma _

on Slit ton's legislative powers.

Sen. Dan

By Chat Brokaw

Management Inc.
Renting for
2007/2008
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brought to you by

OR FAX: 419-875-5593

Our family is growing...
Bittersweet Farms, is a residential,
vocational and educational facility
for individuals with autism, we are
seeking Direct Support Professionals!
If you possess good work ethics,
compassion and the flexibility
required in a MR/DD environment,
we will train you.
Daily Activities Include:
• Vocational Training
• I lome Care

• Recreation
• Hygiene
• Community Activities
•Wide Range of Activities
and Adventures
APPLY TODAY!

www.bittersweetfarms.org

2 bdrm. apt 4th St. $490 month «
utilities. Available immediately. & tor
tall. Call 419-409-1110.

Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm.,
2 bath, close to dntown. S campus.
May or Aug. lease. $1500 mo. plus
utiities 419-340-2500.

2 bedrooms on 7th St. W/D, $650
mo. plus utilities. Available May 1st.
419-287-4337.

Room w/ bathroom, 20 min. west of
BG $250 a month. Pets allowed.
419-575-5461,

236 Troup St. 3 bdrm house. Available Aug. 1, tor 07-08 school year.
$800 . utilities. 419-308-1405.

Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts.
400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-353-9135

f

1 WEEK FREE
i TANNING!

THE
TANNING
CENTER

1
1

mvw«

its**) U, iutt 1980

32 Rooms Available!!

3 MONTHS
\$69

• No Hidden Fees No Credit Gird Required

In the standard beds
THATSOHLYS73
PBRHOVTHAHDWE

P*Y THE TAXI

THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588

With purchase of standard
month One time purchase

5 beds. 1 booth
cloieit to campus

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8826
lpp,. ,»,||,n,
THE WASH HOUSE
248 H Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

■ IP 2 2117

INTRODUCING

Out the
door
pricing!

SUPER BOWL XLI

Thucsday February 1.20071

Coaches make history in Miami
Smith won't
forget hometown

Dungy's humble
ways took root
in Jackson, Mich.

lessons learned

^5L/P6R BOWL^

By Larry Lag«
The Associated Press

JACKSON, Mich. — Tony Dungy was back
in his hometown, attending a ceremony to
name Frost School's library after his mother,
a former teacher.
A black plaque with silver lettering read:
"Cleo May Dungy Library. In honor of her
many years of dedicated
service to Jackson
Public
Schools.
Dedicated, May
2001.''
One
problem
— Dungy's
mother's
name is spelled
Cleomae.
Tony
Dungy
didn't point out the
mistake, a decision
befitting a man
whose reputation as a

Why the
Colts will win
on Sunday

9
Mf

JOHN TURNER

SPORTS EDITOR

VVCPD: What can't Peyton do?
Until the AFC Championship
game a couple weeks ago, the
answer to that question was
obvious — win in the playoffs.
But that was two weeks ago.
before Peyton Manning engineered a game winning drive
that forever changed the way
history will judge him. Now,
with only one game between
him and a Super Bowl ring, you
can be sure that no defense in
football is going to stop him. Not
even the Bears.
The Colts aren't going to win
because of Manning though, nor
are they going to win because of
coaching, defense or their pen of
talented receivers. The Colts are
going to win because they will
be facing a team with an offense
less dangerous than a basket full
of tranquilized kittens.
Allow me to take a paragraph
to discuss the impossibly terrible
Rex "negative fantasy pointsGrossman. During the season,
Grossman threw 20 interceptions, his OB rating of 73.9 was
24th in the NFL, and yet the Bears
lost only three times. 1 can't even
wrap my head around how that
last sentence is possible, but it is
look it up.
Chicago has made it to this
game because they are the least
terrible team in the NFC. There's
no questioning how good their
defense is, but a defense can
only take a team so far until their
junior varsity offense has to step
up and do something.
The argument that the Bears'
defense can single-handedly
win this game is outrageous. The
Colts have already played the topranked defense in the league, the
Baltimore Ravens, and disposed
of them with a five field goal performance from Adam Vinatieri
in the first round.
In the AFC Championship
game, the Colts' offense posted
325 yards and four touchdowns
against New England. During the
See COLTS | Page 2

gentleman rivals his acclaim as a coach.
"He probably didn't say anything because
he's so nice," gushed Frost School sixthgrade teacher Mary Anne Gough, who's
known of Dungy since they were in middle
school.
In Jackson, about 75 miles west of Detroit,
the mere mention of the Indianapolis Colts
coach makes people smile.
"Thisisgreatforourcity. because we 're losing jobs and people every day," said Jackson
High School athletic director Russell Davis,
who played football against, with and for
Dungy. "Tony's story is really giving us a shot
in the arm that we desperately need."
Sunday night, the 51-year-old Dungy
will lead his Colts onto the field at Dolphin
Stadium in Miami to battle the Chicago
Bears in the Super Bowl, where he and Bears
coach l.ovie Smith will make history as the
first black head coaches at the title game.
"Tony Dungy is the talk of the town,"
mayor Jerry Ludwig said. "He's all people
are talking about — no matter where you go.
It doesn't matter if you're old or young, it's
exciting for all of us."

By MHAIM
The Associated Press

BIG SANDY, Texas — Damontray Darty is
bouncing on a trampoline outside his trailer,
parked amid the run-down houses in this
one-stoplight town.
The 9-year-old is wearing a blue football
jersey, clutching a big white teddy bear, and
even bigger dreams.
"I want to play football," he said, "then be a
coach in the NFL."
Why not? A guy who grew up 100 yards
away did exactly that.
Lovie Smith is living proof that a little
boy's dream can come true in small-town
America.
"Everyone talks about him, looks up to
him, wants to be like him," said 17-year-old
Vanity Darty, Damontray's sister. "If he can
do it, I can, too."
Next Sunday, Smith will be calling the
shots for the Chicago Bears in the Super
Bowl, across the field at Dolphin Stadium
in Miami from Tony Dungy, who will be
doing the same for the Indianapolis Colts.

Together they will make history as the first
black head coaches on the sidelines of the
National Football League's title game.
I-est anyone think the folks in his hometown regard him differently now, perhaps as
someone unapproachable, forget it.
"Around here, he's just l.ovie." high school
classmate Marie Rogers Dotson said.
"About the only thing that's changed in
Lovie is his Afro," said Big Sandy elementary school teacher Lynda
Childress, who befriended
the now-close-cropped
Smith during his year
working there.
"What you see with
Lovie is what you
get," she added.
"He's
always
been that way.
He never had a bad
word to say about
anybody."

Super Bowl ads an event in themselves
By Seth Sutel
The Associated Press

By Seth Sutel
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — There's one
place where you can find
both FedEx, the overnight
package delivery service, and
"Fed-Ex," or Kevin Federline,
the future ex-husband of pop
diva Britney Spears. Both will
be making appearances in
Super Bowl ads, the highestprofile advertising event of
the year.
FedEx Corp. is keeping
mum about what its ad will
look like, keeping up a tradition of ultra-secrecy that
many marketers follow in
hopes of building up the
maximum amount of surprise during the game, which
airs Feb. 4 on CBS Corp.'s CBS
network. Advertisers want to
get the most out of the huge
cost of an ad in the big game,
which is running as high
as $2.6 million this year, up
slightly from $2.5 million last
year.
Federline will be poking
fun at himself in a humorSee FEDERLINE | Page 5

AP PHOTO

POPOZAO: In this handout photo released by Nationwide. Kevin Federline is seen in a clip
from the Nationwide Super Bowl Ad "Life Comes at You Fast"

NEW YORK — In the annual
Big Game of advertising —
the Super Bowl — marketing
powerhouse Anheuser-Busch
Cos. is the force to be reckoned with, and this year is no
different.
The brewer will once again
be the largest advertiser
during the Feb. 4 matchup
between the Indianapolis
Colts and the Chicago Bears
with a combined five minutes
of ad time for its Budweiser
and Bud Light brands.
In addition to its usual
stable of Clydesdale horses,
the company will also enlist
help this year from racing
star Dale Earnhardt lr., some
beer-thieving crabs and a
scary hitchhiker.
The Super Bowl represents
an enormous commitment
for Budweiser. Bob Lachky,
chief creative officer of
Anheuser-Busch, said the St.
Louis-based brewer has been
advertising on the game since
1976 and has been the excluSee BUD | Pacje 3

Second market for tickets thrives online
By Matt Sedensky
The Associated Press

MIAMI — Jeff Block is pensive
about cashing in his life insurance policy, wistful about putting off his wedding engagement, fearful about making
the big purchase.
One thing the 31-year-old
financial analyst is sure of:
If he comes up with the cash
to follow his beloved Chicago
Bears to the Super Bowl, he
won't be buying tickets from a
traditional scalper. His attention is focused on one of the
many online ticket resellers.
The secondhand ticket market has grown up a lot in the
last decade, shifting from a
business largely conducted by
salesmen lurking outside stadiums to one chiefly online,
both in simple Craigslist postings and more sophisticated
Internet databases.

"The street business has
really died," said Don Vaccaro,
who has been selling tickets
since 1979 and is the founder
and chief executive of Vernon,
Conn.-based Ticket Liquidator,
com. "The old-time brokers are
saying, 'Look, you got a bunch
of geeks selling tickets now.' It's
really a lot more brains going
in now."
There are about 70,000 seats
at the Feb. 4 game, but ticket
distributionistightlycontrolled
by the NFL: 25.2 percent to
the league itself, largely for
sponsors, licensees and
the like; 17.5 percent
each to the two
competing teams,
the Chicago Bears
and Indianapolis
Colts, with some
raffled off to season ticket holders;
percent to the host Miami
Dolphins; and 1.2 percent to

each of the remaining 29 NFL about 20 percent of seats were
teams.
resold.
Many of those lucky enough
"People were very reluctant
to get tickets when they're first to sell their ticket," he said. "If
sold won't part with them.
TICKETS
t3
Princeton University economist Alan Krueger studied the
ticket market during the
2001 Super Bowl
- »%\
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Why the
Bears will win
on Sunday

Although Rex Grossman could
very well be considered as the
worst quarterback in Super Bowl
history, the Bears will win on
Sunday.
Why you ask? Although their
defense let up a bit toward the
end of the season, the Bears
have the potential to jump all
over the Colts. Chicago sacked
the opposing quarterback 40
times and had 61 total tackles
for a loss.
The Bears also forced 27 fumbles and had 24 interceptions on
the season. If Peyton Manning
plays anything like the guy we're
all used to in the playoffs, the
Colts are screwed.
Chicago's defense looked as
tenacious as they did in the early
part of the season in the NFC
Championship game against
New Orleans when they forced
four fumbles. They recovered
threeof them and the other went
for a gigantic loss. They also
intercepted Drew Brees once
and forced the Saints to throw
the ball 49 times. The main reason being — they stopped the
run.
While making the Colts throw
the ball is not the greatest alternative, Peyton Manning without
a consistent runninggame is not
the most beautiful thing in the
world. In the Colts four losses,
none featured both a 100-yard
rusher and a rushing touchdown.
In the Colts' victory against
Baltimore, they only rushed for
100 total yards on 35 carries. If
the Ravens had a real offense
they could havemorethan likely
outscored Adam Vinatieri's five
field goals.
Another thing that realty
stuck out with the Colts' first
two playoff wins was the fact
that their opponents just had
the worst game plans. Running
the ball when the defense had
eight in the box until they were
absolutely forced to throw and
See BEARS | Page 2
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Food can make or break a Super Bowl celebration
By Howie Rumbarg

"I think you want

■

Super Howl Sunday means one
thing: It's time to throw MUM
annual parly that's as outrageous as the game is overhyped.
There's one problem, though.
\ lien bus) will not nil it anymore.
it could be that women
have infiltrated your guest list.
Maybe it's that you've been
leeling more metroscxual than
fraternity brother recently.
Or it might be that serving
cheap beer and pizza doesn't
seem appropriate when you're
watching the game on thai
envj inducing flat-screen you
|USI purchased.

Whatever the reason, it's time
lor a new game plan.
Don't get nervous, were
hardly talking sit-down dinner
with cloth napkins. Super Bowl
Sunday still is the ultimate
guy day. and the real reason
you and your Iriends are gelling together is to watch I he
(lame — and hurl a few snarfcy
remarks at the exorbitantly

priced commercials.
So, while you're willing to

to keep it light,
keep it easy, keep it
simple."

i\
cross the threshold and step
into the kitchen — without the
tether of a significant other's
help
you wanl your menu to
be easy to prepare and impressive to your guests.
By choosing idiot-proof recipes that CUI corners by making use of packaged foods, a
lew clever interpretations ol
old standbysand a spruced up
drinks menu, the only thing
you'll he leaving to chance is

the quality of the football.
I think you want to keep it
light, keep it easy, keep it simple. You want food that they
think you spent hours on it
bin really only spent five, six
minutes," says Sandra ice. host
of the Food Network's "SemiHomemade Cooking with
Sandra Lee."
Keep ii light? Pear not. No
one's expelling you to put out a

(API — Real men don't rely on significant others to cater their
Super Bowl parties. With a bit of planning and the right recipes
(read as easy), even a kitchen idiot can pull together a Bowl bash
that keeps guests munching during the big game.
CREOLE CURLY FRIES
(Start to finish: 15 minutes)
2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
1 tablespoon Cajun seasoning.
1 teaspoon salt
Ha'f of a 28-ounce bag frozen curly french fries
Jarred chili sauce, for dipping
Preheat the oven to broil. Line a baking sheet or broiler pan with aluminum foil.
In a small bowl, whisk together the olive oil, Cajun seasoning and salt.
In a large bowl, combine the fries and oil mixture. Toss to coat evenly,
then spread the french fries in a single layer on the baking sheet. Place
the pan 6 inches from the broiler and cook for 9 to 11 minutes. After 4
to 5 minutes, use a spatula to flip the fries.
Serve fries immediately with chili sauce.
Makes 4 servings,
(Recipe from Sandra Lee's "Sandra Lee Semi-Homemade 20-minute
meals." Meredith. 2006. $19.95)

erudite tray.
There are several givens
when you're getting a group
of guys together to watch a
major sporting event. Whether
it's drinking too much or eating foods that would make a
cardiologist cringe, they like to
indulge.
."If you want to keep things
relatively healthy you should
have a health-based line, something where you start and you
don't kind of cross that line,"
said Matt doubling, assistant
editor and resident foodie at
Men's Health magazine. "If I
was throwing a Super Bowl
party I'm not going to serve
wings, bin 1 might take honeless, skinless chicken and skewer it and grill it with a spicy
peanut sauce."
Il s not a burden to eliminate
some of what doubling calls
"caloric calamities." Instead of
cheese dip. try guacamole or
hummus. Looking for a substitute for potato chips? Broil a
batch of Lee's Creole curly chili
fries, using store-bought frozen
fries. Even a childhood favorite,
pigs in a blanket, can be made
into a healthier finger food in
little time.

LARRY CROWE : AP PHOTO
CHILI TIME: This Mexican Pwk and Bean Chili requites no expertise in the kitchen to put together for a Super Bowl parry. It's
really fast, really easy and really good

MEXICAN PORK AND BEAN CHILI
(Start to finish: 40 minutes)
2 teaspoons olive oil
1 cup chopped yellow onion, divided
1/2 pound pork tenderloin, fat removed, cut into l/2-inch cubes
1 celery stalk, chopped
1 small green pepper, chopped
2 cups canned red kidney beans, rinsed and drained
2 cups canned no-salt diced tomatoes
1/2 cup frozen or canned corn kernels (if canned, drain)
1 1/2 tablespoons chili powder
2 teaspoons ground cumin
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
In a large nonstick skillet, heat oil over high heat. Add the meat, celery.
green pepper and all but 2 tablespoons of the onion. Cook 5 minutes.
tossing to brown meat on all sides.
Add beans, tomatoes, corn, chili powder and cumin. Lower heat to
medium and simmer 15 minutes, Season with salt and pepper to taste.
Serve in large bowls.
Makes 2 servings
(Recipe from Linda Gassenheimer's "Prevention's Fit and Fast Meals in
Minutes." Rodale. 2006. $19.95)
Nutrition information per serving: 598 cal.. 15 g fat. 84 mg choL 727 mg
sodium. 44 g pro.. 77 g carbo.. 29 g dietary fiber.
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CHILI-GARLIC SHRIMP
(Start to finish: 20 minutes)
1 pound peeled and deveined fresh large shrimp
1.6-ounce package buffalo wing seasoning
5 tablespoons unsalted butter
2 teaspoons bottled minced garlic
1/4 teaspoon (or more, to taste) red pepper flakes
1/4 cup coarsely chopped fresh cilantro
2 teaspoons lime juice
Lime wedges (optional)
Rinse the shrimp with cold water, drain and pat dry with paper towels.
Combine shrimp and buffalo wing seasoning in a large plastic bag and
shake to coat evenly. Set aside.
In a large skillet over medium heat, combine butter, garlic and red pepper flakes. When butter has melted, increase heat to medium-high,
being careful not to burn butter or garlic.
Add the shrimp when the butter begins to pop and sizzle. Cook and stir
for 4 to 5 minutes, or until shrimp is opaque and cooked through. Be
careful not to overcook.
Remove the pan from the heat, and stir in cilantro and lime juice. If
desired, garnish with lime wedges. Serve hot.
Makes 4 servings
(Recipe from Sandra Lees "Sandra Lee Semi-Homemade 20-minute
meals." Meredith. 2006. $19.95)

From

course of the season, the I^triots'
defense ranked one spot behind
the Bears, allowing just .3 more
yards per game.
That's two of t he top five defensive teams in the NFL the Colts
have gone through to get this far.
So much for that "defense wins
championships" thing.
Manning doesn't need to be
spectacular or even great. If he
can limit mistakes and keep
the Bears from picking up easy
points, Chicago will find themselves down and out in the early
going At that point, it becomes
safe to get up and get food only
while the game is on so you don't
miss the Kevin Federline commercial.
Final score: 27-17 Colts.

eventually turning the ball over
was the common theme with
Colts' opponents.
The Patriots game was a different story. New England had
their boot on Peyton Manning's
neck and they let him up. He
responded better than he has
in years past and carried his
team to victory. Every time the
Patriots threw a punch in the
second half, the Colts responded with a combo. Then, when
they retook the lead 34-31, New
England made a series of asinine plays to allow the Colts to
get the ball in scoring range and
the rest is history.
While I respect the Colts and
what they've achieved, I've been
much more impressed with the

834 South Main St. in "Big Lots Plaza" Q
Cold Beer at State Minimum Prices! 419-352-9259

way the Bears have played in
the playoffs. Grossman may be
a stiff at heart but the Bears
have gotten five rushing touchdowns between Thomas Jones
and Cedric Benson during the
playoffs and Grossman's workload has been a bit less.
I have no argument about the
disparity of talent between QBs.
but it comes down to the rest
of the teams. The teams both
have good kickers, but the Bears
have a better defense and a better overall running game. The
kickers and punters are even,
but Devin Hester is about as
dangerous on the field as Tank
Johnson is off of it.
I guess what it comes down to
is that I will never be convinced
that Peyton Manning can win
the Super Bowl until he actually
does it. Can you blame me?
Final score: 31-16 Bears.

Light 24pk...S10.29
liter Lite 18pk...S 12.49
Light l8pk...Sl2.49
Bud Light l8pk...Sl2.49
rat Light I2pk...$5.49

Who Knew Bliss Came
In So Many Sizes?
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Classic Double

Classic Triple*

with cheat*

with cheese

419-352-4500
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Smith, Dungy glad to
face each other
By Drums Watzak Jr.

The Associated Press

SPACE CASE: In this undated handout image released by Anheuser Busdi. an actor is shown in a Budweiser ad titled "International Space Station"

FEDERLINE
From Page 1
ous spot for the Nationwide
Mutual Insurance Co. under
its "Life Comes At You Fast"
campaign. Those spots, which
have previously featured the
supermodel Fabio and MC
Hammer, will show Federline
winding up working in a fastfood restaurant.
Humor and attempts to
drive viewers to the Web. two
themes from past years, are
back again with some variations, and this year's Super
Bowl commercials add a new
twist — viewer participation.
One of the biggest new
themes of this year's game
is getting amateurs into the
act. General Motors Corp.'s
Chevrolet division ran a contest for college students to propose an ad that would be made
by a team of professionals, and
PepsiCo Inc.'s Frilo-Lay unit
will run an ad made entirely
by an amateur contestant.
Meanwhile, Bayer Corp.'s
Alka-Seltzer has a spot in the
pie-game broadcast featuring the winner of a contest to
come up with an updated version of its "plop-plop, fizz-fizz"
jingle. The winner was losh
Anderson, a DI at a radio station in Greensboro, N.C. The
NFL also made an ad from an

idea generated by a fan contest.
Many of the other spots
made available for preview
ahead of the big game show a
decided shift to lighthearted,
sometimes campy humor.
That's in contrast with a number of ads last year that highlighted oddball violence, such
as a female player in a touch
football game getting clobbered with an illegal tackle.
Several marketers are trying
even harder to use their ads to
drive traffic to Web sites associated with their brands, such
as Chevrolet's college-student contest and Nationwide,
which posted outtakes from its
Federline ad on its Web site.
Jo Ann Ross, the head of ad
sales at CBS, says the spots
have been selling well, and
that several advertisers have
inquired about making a tiein with Black History Month
in February given that the
coaches of both teams, for the
first time, are black. "That is a
very, very positive story," Ross
said.
Ross said demand had been
brisk for the ads. and the network was seeing strong interest following a highly rated
AFC championship game and
the recent announcement of
nominations for the Academy
Awards. "We're wrapping it
up," she said.

BUD
From Page t
sive alcoholic beverage sponsor
since 1989, an arrangement that
runs through 2012.
"It's important to us because
it kicks off our selling season,
it's the best platform possible
to launch new ideas or to sustain existing campaigns, and it's
absolutely the most efficient way
to reach the most adult consumers in one sitting," Lachky said
Wednesday.
Despite the rise of cable, the
Internet and other media to
compete with broadcast television, the Super Bowl remains
the most-viewed media event all
year, drawing in some 90 million viewers and enticing a huge
array of marketers to pony up the
big bucks for an ad, the price of
which is running as high as $2.6
million for this year's broadcast
on CBS Corp.'s CBS network, up
slightly from about a top price of
about S2.5 million last year.
Lachky said the overlap of the
hitchhiker spot with the recent
opening of the horror film The
llitcher" was completely coincidental, saying that ad creators
typically start looking at scripts
— up to 80 in all — as early as
August. But the buzz surrounding the movie certainly doesn't
hurt.
In the spot, spooky music cues

as a couple drives down a dark
road. Fumbling with a map,
a woman is alarmed when her
boyfriend slows down to pick up
a hitchhiker, pointing out that he
is carrying an ax.
"But he has Bud Light," pleads
the boyfriend.
"And an ax!" she insists.
In another new spot, racing
champion Dale Earnhardt |r.
appears in a wild apocalyptic
scene being chased by deranged
characters straight out of a "Mad
Max" movie. Another features
rapper lay-/ and former Miami
1 )olphins coach Don Simla facing
off over a chess-like rendering of
a high-tech football game using
holographic images. Bud is still
testing the spots and finalizing its
plans for the game. Lachky said.
Comedian Carlos Mencia, of
the Comedy Central show "Mind
of Mencia," gets a big break
with a spot set in a classroom.
Lachky predicts that Mencia will
get an enormous boost following the appearance, which similarly did wonders for Cedric the
Entertainer.
And what would Budweiser
Super Bowl ads be without some
animated critters? This year, a
gang of mischievous red crabs
turn up on a beach to carry off
a cooler full of beers. As in past
years, Bud is keeping many of the
punch lines a secret until game
day, as many other advertisers do
as well.

Their longtime friendship
made the clay even more poignant.
LovieSmithand Tony Dungy
advanced to the Super Bowl
with their teams on Sunday
and gave the NFL a historic
moment that was 41 years in
the making.
As the first black head
coaches to make it lo the
nation's uber sporting event,
they couldn't help mentioning
how special it was to be there
together.
"It means a lot." Dungy said
after his Indianapolis Colts
beat New England .'iB-34 in
the AFC title game. "I'm very
proud of being an AfricanAmerican. I'm wry proud of
Lovie."
Smith got there first, when
his Chicago Hears won the
early game and the NFC
title by rolling over the New

TICKETS
From Page I
they won their ticket in the lottery they acted as if they were
chosen by God to go lo the
game."
That leaves desperate fans
with a choice: Pay up or park
yourself on your couch.
If they choose the former, and
turn to a broker, they will be
buying tickets that have been
marked up at least twice by the
original holder or holders and
then again by the resale company, which typically tries to
secure a price 20 percent to 30
percent higher than it paid. The
result is upper-level seats from

around $3,000 to luxury sideline
suites for over a half-million dollars, though the average regular
Super Bowl ticket sold online is
about S3,115. according lo an
analysis by SeatSmart.com, an
online ticket search site.
The face value of all Super
Bowl tickets is SOOO or $700.
The National Association of

Orleans Saints, 39-14.
Asked who he'd like to
play on Feb. 4 in Miami.
Smith didn't hesitate with his
answer:
"We have to play someone
and, in my perfect world, I
would like to sec the Colls be
that team.
"Tony Dungy has done an
awful lot for our game." Smith
said. "I le hasn't had a chance
to coach in the Super Bowl. I
would love to see it.
Tour hours later, it was a
done deal.
Tin happy for both coaches, "Coltsdefensive end Dwight
Freeney said. "I hope we gel to
the point we don't have to hear
about it."
Las Vcgasoddsmakers made
Indianapolis (he early favorite
by a touchdown.
"I'll feel even better to be the
firsl black coach to hold up the
world championship trophy,"
See COACHES | Page 4

Ticket Brokers says there are
about (iOO brokers nationwide:
those in the industry say their
online presence has increased
competition and pricing transparency. They say — believe
it or not — tickets used lo be
marked up even more.
"It used to be, buy a ticket,
triple your profit." Vaccaro said.
"Now it's buy a ticket and you're
lucky if you gel 20 percent."
If that isn't pulling at your
heartstrings, consider the rate
at which some companies are
growing. Mike Domek started
his company in 1992, generating $100,000 in sales its first
year, last year. Crystal lake, III.based TlcketsNow.com hit S200
million In revenue.
And it's not just big sporting events like the Super Bowl,
the World Cup or the Masters
adding to their bottom lines.
While Domek made more on
the Su|M'i Howl last year than
any other single event, tickets
to the musical "Wicked" collectively generated more revenue
than anything else.
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SIMMER DOWN: B-.<n Utlacher and the Bears
defense will have their work cut out for them Sunday
in Miami

Ring bling
The NFL pays for up to 150 rings up to $5,000 each - for the winner
and for up to 150 pieces of jewelry
for the runner-up. The runners-up
jewelry must cost no more than
half of the winner's.
Jewelry costs per team:

Winner

$750,000
$375,000

Note: The league
also pays lor any
increases in gold
and diamond
prices.

The 2005
Patriots ring
SOURCE: NFL

COACHES
From Page 3

Smith said.
Il won't be easy, t hough, especially the way Peyton Manning
and the Colts are playing.
"I just wanted to do my job
and do my job well." the Colts

Player Name
1
Anderson, Mark
97
Ayanbadejo, B
94
Benson, Cedric
32
Berrian, Bernard 80
Boone, Alfonso
70
Bradley, Mark
16
Briggs, Lance
55
Brown, Alex
96
Brown, Ruben
74
Clark, Desmond
88
Davis, Rashied
81
Everett, Tyler
22
Gage, Justin
12
Garay, Antonio
90
Garza, Roberto
63
Gilmore. John
85
Gould, Robbie
9
14
Griese, Brian
Grossman, Rex
8
Harris, Chris
46
Hester, Devin
23
Hillenmeyer, Hunter 92
Idonije, Israel
71
Joe. Leon 53
LB
Johnson, Tank
99
Johnson,Todd
35
Jones, Thomas
20
Kreutz, Olin
57
Mannelly, Patrick 65
Manning, Daniea 38
Manning, Jr., Ricky 24
Maynard. Brad
4
McClover, Darrell 58
McKie. Jason
37
Metcalf, Terrence 60
Miller, Fred
69
Muhammad, M.
87
Oakley, Anthony
68
Ogunleye, Adewal e 93
Orton. Kyle
18
Peterson, Adrian 29
Reid, Gabe
82
Runnels, J.D.
48
Scott, Ian
95
St. Clair, John
78
Tait, John
76
Tillman, Charles
33
Tumbull. Nick
27
Urlacher, Brian
54
Vasher, Nathan
31
Wesley, Dante
21
Wilson. Rod
59
Worrell, Cameron 44

quarterback said. "I didn't think
I needed to be super. I just needed to be good."
Manning has been dogged
for years by critics who said his
greatness was diminished by
the fact he couldn't win a big
game. After leading his team
back from an 18-point deficit,
he finally has the chance — on
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Pos
DE
LB
RB
WR
DT
WR
LB
DE
G
TE
WR
SS
WR
DT
G/C
TE

K

QB
QB
PS
CB
LB
DT
6-1
NT
SS
RB
C
LS
FS
CB
P
LB
FB
G
T
WR
G/C
DE
OB
RB
TE
FB
NT
T
T
CB
S
LB
CB
CB
LB
SS

College
Alabama
UCLA
Texas
Fresno State
Mt. San Antonio JC
Oklahoma
Arizona
Florida
Pittsburgh
Wake Forest
San Jose State
Ohio State
Missouri
Boston College
Texas A&M - Kmgsville
Penn State
Penn State
Michigan
Florida
Louisiana - Monroe
Miami
vanderbilt
Manitoba
Maryland
Washington
Florida
Virginia
Washington
Duke
Abilene Christian
UCLA
Ball State
Miami (R)
Temple
Mississippi
Baylor
Michigan State
Western Kentucky
Indiana
Purdue
Georgia Southern
Brigham Young
Oklahoma
Florida
Virginia
Brigham Young
Louisiana-Lafayette
Florida International
New Mexico
Texas
Arkansas-Pine Bluff
South Carolina
Fresno State

football's biggest stage.
"It sounds good," a beaming
Manning said. "It really does."
For the next two weeks, Smith
and Dungy figure to be in the
spotlight as much as Manning,
perhaps more so.
Smith was one of Dungy's
assistants when they were with
Tampa Bay from 1996-2000,

Player Name
Addai. Joseph
Bethea. Antoine
Boiman, Rocky
Bracket!. Gary
Brock, Raheem
Clark, Dallas
David, Jason
Diem. Ryan
Dorsey. DeDe
Federkeil, Daniel
Fletcher. Bryan
Freeney, Dwight
Gandy, Dylan
Gardner, Gilbert
Giordano, Matt
Glenn, Tarik
Hagler, Tyjuan
Harper, Nick
Harrison, Marvin
Hayden, Kelvin
Jackson, Martin
Jennings, Tim
Johnson, Charlie
June. Cato
Keiaho, Freddy
Klecko. Dan
LaCasse, Ryan
Lilja, Ryan
Manning, Peyton
Mathis, Robert
McFarland, A
Moorehead, Aaron
Morris, Rob
O'Neil, Keith
Proehl, Ricky
Reid, Dexter
Reid, Darrell
Rhodes, Dominic
Rushing, TJ.
Sanders, Bob
Saturday, Jeff
Schobel, Bo
Scott. Jake
Smith, Hunter
Snow, Justin
Sorgi, Jim
Standeford, John
Thomas, Josh
Ulrich, Matt
Utecht, Ben
Vinatieri, Adam
Wayne, Reggie
Wilkins, Terrence

#

29
41
50
58
79
44
42
71
30
76
81
93
57
51
43
78
56
25
88
26
28
27
74
59
54
61
99
65
18
98
92
85
94
53
11
36
95
33
34
21
63
64
73
17
48
12
84
91
69
86
4
87
10

Pos
RB
DB
LB
LB
DT
TE
DB
OT
RB
OT
TE
DE
OG
LB
DB
OT
LB
DB
WR
DB
DB
DB
OT
LB
LB
DT
OE
OG
QB
DE
DT
WR
LB
LB
WR
DB
DT
RB
DB
DB
C
DE
OG
P
TE
QB
WR
DE
OG
TE
K
WR
WR

and they established a friendship that has grown in the years
since.
When Dungy started in
Tampa, there were just three
black head coaches in the NFL.
This season, there were seven.
Now, there will be two in the
Super Bowl.
"Any time you're the first per-

College

LSU
Howard
Notre Dame
Rutgers
Temple
Iowa
Washington State
Northern Illinois
Lindenwood
Calgary
UCLA
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Tuning in to watch
An average of 45.9 million
households watched the Super
Bowl in 2006. making it the
second-most viewed show ever.

Average number of homes
watching the Super Bowl
million

22.6
•CombintMf viowtii;
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■67'

77

87

'97

SOURCE: Nielsen Meflia Research

son to do anything, regardless
of your race or anything like
that, it's special," Bears running
back Thomas lories said.
Chicago will play for the NFL
title for the first time in 21 years,
after Mike Ditka's Bears shuffled through the regular season
and playoffs and routed New
England.
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This year's Bears put up one
of the league's most impressive
records during the regular season. Unlike those dominant '85
Bears, this year's squad was second-guessed nearly all season.
"We've overcome a lot of
doubters, but we're here, we
made it and it's definitely agreat
feeling," (ones said.

Senior Portraits
Today and Tomorrow!!
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MUCH TO PROVE: Peyton Manning hopes
to prove doubters wrong against a stingy Bears
defense on Sunday.
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A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2007 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!
Make an appointment by calling 372-8086. Walk-ins accepted also.

